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Blackmun Gives Inside Glimpse of Court
by Donald Mooers provided what the title of his
speech, "A Glimpse Inside the
Supreme Court Justice Court,'promised'he would. His
Harry Blackmun captured the vie w was hum a n a.n d
affection of the assembled compassionate--he stripped away
overflow crowd at the Nat iona I some of the veneer of the
Law Center Wednesday n ight institutional and stolid Court
during an. EI'l:richment, Pr?gram and showed the nine justices as
speech in which he h~ghhghte,d / mere mortals. .
the history of, the cour-t, his 'Along with compassion;
place in it, and the sense .,of - Justice Blackmun spoke with a
justice he tries to bring to his deep sense of justice. His
job. . .. '. . ...' comment on Roe v.' Wade, his
He won the hearts of the' most noteworthy decision,
GW oommunrtyf rorn the moment showed his concern for human
he a r r I v e dv v. The crowd r Ignts, ,
applauded .h im 'loudly'!Whatever happens--it has
throughout--saving an especially been on the books for thirteen
spirited response when he yearsnow-- I of course think it
commented in favor of Roe v~,t. wasr,ightly decided. I think it
Wade--and gave him along is right now, but many people
standing ovation' at thec lose ?f disagree with. that. If it goes
the remarks •.: . HIS energetic down the drain, I still 'like to A decision of which he
t t i dispe lled any regard Roe as a landmark in the about is, when there ,is a fine seemed most proud was ren~ered
presen fa I?n h lth' progress.for.theemanciEation.()f. , .1awyer()n.theone,s.1de and a ,'whlle>he:'.sst on the'; Ewhth
rumors0 rus poor - ~a • ~.'- '''< " -. -"If"';c-,-->'-'''-'~'''''''''',~''~ '-""', terrible one on the otherv- and Clrcutt Co'urt 0' Appeals. "f'MyHis speech-provided .11ttle women. . •.. '. . , f b ttt d I am L
nCi~~bSfh~c&~:tgab~~n1h~~s~1~ . deni~cf~~~~~~:~~~e:~~~a~~~~~ ;~;a~~l~h:t a[:e Sr~g~ia~s~er will GO TO P.", COL.1
not seem to" htatter. .-'.He "The case that J worry most fall between the stones.
1986-87 SBAOfficers Elected Wednesday
Welch, Koch, Sioeenl!J!Take Pres, VP Slots ClassRepresentatzve
14 prior to his victory.
Ann Sweeney the ne w night
school vice president, was the Results
former .second year. nigh~ SBA
.representative. She is dedicated
to insuring tha t the .nIght
students do not get lost In the
crowd when student Interests·
are at stake. She has fought
several battles over efforts ~o
close the night school and In
the process has won Widespread
support and admiration in the
SBA. . .
. Karen Avagliano, outgoing
SBApresident, was ple~se,? wttn
the elections. She said .about
550 students voted, which IS
Prof. Teresa Schwartz welcomes Associate Justice Barry Blackmun
to the NLG.
by Ken Brothers Avagliano's cabinet, arid as a
first.year student he represented
Section 14. Initially reluctant
to run due to the .. time
requirements of the office,
Welch said Thursday that,
a ltr.ou.rh he would like to see if
he e s.n work part-time, any
eonf Itct in time will be resolved
in favor of his office.
Koch (pronounced Cook)'
says he wants to work to
publicize the efforts of the SBA
to the students, stating, "most
students don't know all the
things that SBA does, and I
think they would be surprised to
find out how involved ~BA
really is." . Koch was the fl!.st
year representative for Sect ton
Second year student
Jonathan Welch was elected .
President of the : Student Bar
ASsociation on Wednesday,
February 12, by a 55 vote
margin over David Hertz. First
year student Bill Koch easily
Wonthe Vice President slot over
Michelle Mendez and Franklin
Blackstone•. Ann Sweeney took
the night VP race over Lance
John~onand Darryl Nirenberg.
\Velch wiil represent the
SBA for a one .year term,
effective immediately. Prior to
his election he served in the
a~pointed position of executive
Vlce president in Karell
by Ken Brothers
Wednesday's SBA elections
saw eleven students from a field
of twenty six win seats on the
SBAboard of representatives for
a one year term. Elected as
third year representatives were
Trent Copeland, Regina
Jefferson! Sue Macleod and Anne
McCormicK. Next year's second
year representatives will include
Debbie Arnold Cynthia Haney,
cece Ibson and Lenore Ramirez.
Night representatives include
Nancy Schirmer, second yeari
Brian Escabedo, third year; ana
Karen Schaufeld, fourth year.
Karen Avagliano refused to
reveal the tallies lor the
representative racesl statingthat it was a "tradit on" only
the candidates be told what the
outcome was. When pre~se?,
she admitted that she dldn t
wan t to "embarrass" those
candidates that received only a
few votes. However, she
revealed that the th~ld yt:ar
race was "very close. While
Tren t COp'eland and Anne
McCormick "won big" the race
between the third, forth, filth
and sixth place candidates was
..... : GO TO '.3. c~
Ui ;, j! m ::.bMW;;
GO TO P.3, COL.3
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Lowther Remembered by NLC
by Robert D. Jacobs
The NLCfaculty lost one of
its most respected legal
historians this past month.
Professor David C. Lowther
passed away, in late January
after a long illness. He had
been on the NLC faculty since
leaving the Baltimore, MD law
firm of Venable" Baetjer, and
Howard in 1961.
Those who knew Lowther,
both as a colleague and an
instructor, marvelled at his
intellect and scholarship, noted
his emphasis on legal history in
his teaching, and remarked on
his concern for the well-being
of others.
Dean, Jerome Barron stated
that "(hje had an unusually
extensive knowledge of American
and English legal history," and
that Lowther "saw legal history
as part of the necessary culture
of lawyers. n '
Peter Quigley; a student in
what would be Lowther's last
course at the NLC, American
Legal History, concurred with
Barron's analysis. Said Quigley,
"(Lowther) felt that students
didn't appreciate where the law
came from~-he, was a, real
traditionalist." '
Prof. David Lowther "
While Lowther might best
be described as a traditionalist
in his, appreciation of the law,
in, many, other, ways, he was not
traditional. ,For one thing
courses taught-by Lowther coula
not be taken':for a grade, but
only on a credit/no credit basis.
This was primarily due to the
fact that he did not believe that
the university set t ing should be
a place of compet it ion, and he
believed that all students had
the capacity to achieve a score
of 100, which was often the
case until it was mutually
decided by Lowther and
Associate Dean Edward Potts
that all his courses should be
credit/no credit.
, Lowther a Quaker, was
described by Potts as having "a
very strong feeling about human
and individual rights," and an
active participant in the anti-
war movement during the
vietnam war. This caring nature
obviously carried over into the
classroom. , Ka thy Daniels,
another former student from the
American Legal History class
during the fall 1985 semester
noted, "Despite his illness and
discomfort, (we could see that)
this was a person who really
cared about us--he treated us
like human beings." Daniel
continued, "I thought he was an
incredibly intelligent and
courageous man. fI ..
, Due to a rare neurological
disease, Lowther' was -conrtned
to a wheel chair and spoke with
a slight speech impediment
Wednesday, February
during his last semester H'
wi~e attended the cou;se tl
assist the professor.
o QUig~ey, com!!lenting on t
obv 10USSIgns of his illness sat
"There was no doubt in tl
students' minds that Pro~
Lowther was, making. a grea
effort. HIS handicap wa
.I?hysical only. He was shar
Inie ltectualty," Daniels echoe
these sent.Iments. She said II '
illness never stopped him' an
( Lowther and his wife)' wer
very up front (about th
illness). If anything needed t
be repeated, they wanted t
know.'
The impression tha
Lowther left on the lives 0
others was summarized best b
Potts. . Potts said, "Prof
Lowther, 10 many respects, wa
one of the most gentle peopl
I've ever known. He wa
tradtt tonal (in s.ome respects)
but at ttrnes, dld not give
passing recognition t
regulations. I had a great dea
of respect for his intellect an
, scholarship."
by Elizabeth MacGregor
Applications for admission
to the NLC are down this year,
according to Assistant Dean for
Admissions Robert Stanek.' He
expects to recehreA5QO ..
applications by the; March '1,}
deadline, down from!.;close "'-,to ).
6000 last year. Dean Stanek'
said that Dean Barron's
statement in the last faculty
meeting, held January 24, that
applications were hi~her than
last year, was 'clearly
erroneous. "
Dean Stanek explained that
the decrease in applications is
not unique, and. that many law
.NLC Applications Down
schools across the country are
experiencing similar drops.
,S in c e 1982, '1a W" 's c h 00 1
applications have fallen across
the board. .d,','·
The reasons for the decline
are numerous, but "lhe" major
factor is demographics. For
several years the, number, of
.co t lege graduates .across the
nation has been declining. This
year the last of the "baby
boom\' generatio,n will graduate
from college. . The NLCfought
.. ' ..:
: the trend. for several years by
,;.;at~racting. m~r}~"minQ~~~,~e~.and
",women - .: :ThIS year; .hoWever,
"'there, -appearsv-to be' a'<ctear
':decrease~ '.' ' .: '0' r. "
Another:",'facforo,'j's: the
declining interest in the liberal
arts. Today, college students
,are choosing to enter other
fields, especially engineering and
business. Since law schools
dr aw most of thelr· students
from the liberal arts, this
decline affects interest in law.
Stanek sees a perceptio
among potential students tha
placement will be difficult upo
graduation as another reason fo
the drop. Although he does not
believe, this is the case, it doe
..appear that" many potential la
. students are' looking to otqer
.'fields that Offer more .potenttal,
. Stli'nek":s'fI'essedthat the
"decline hast'iiothing to do wit
.the school's reputation, or wit
the popularity of the D.C. area.
Although applications are
down, Stanek does not expec
enrollment at the NLCto fall.
There are about 450 seats ope
for next year's entering class
so applications still fa
outnumber positions. ,
.. .' - .' - '"
LAW REVUE
MARCH 1
The .e Ighth annual Law
Revue Show,an extravaganza
consistently more satisfying than
the Superbowl, is' set for
Saturday, March 1. at .theLtsner
AUditorium.
'. Tickets. going for, $4.50
.each, will be on sale up until
the' friday before' showtfme. Illy
them early while the good seats
remain.
While the content of the
show has remained under tightly
,guarded secrecy, unauthorized
leaks to the press indicate that
NCLstudents would not want to
miss the show.
: ..
, tltribia
conpiled by Robert D. Jacobs
1. How many states recognized
the birthday of M.L. King, Jr.,
as a holiday on Monday, January
20?
2. In November, the U.S. Senate
awroved a Reagan nominee as
the yo~est. federal appellate
judge in the U.S. Who is he..
and on what court does he sitt
Dancers limber, up.
.Actors ~agree over' script.
',RES IPSA LOQUITUR
•',[he Pieper N.ew York State ' Multistate Bar
Review offers an integrated approach 'to the New
York Bar Exam. We emphasize sophisticated
memory techniques, essay writing skills and a concise,'
,organized presentation oj the .law. You win. be
,prepared and confident.
PIEPER.NEW YORK-MULllSfAlE BAR REVIEW
It Speaks For Itsdf. ,-
90 Willis Avenue,
. , Mineola, NY 11501
Telephime: (516) 747-4311
')j(@P f7
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Potts .to.SubmitSmqkzrig
Restrzctzon Recommendatio~s
by Robert D. Jacobs
GWUPresident Lloyd Elliot
has signed a senate resolution
calling f or a ban on smoking in
all university burldings, with
certain narrow exceptions,
except where expressly
permitted by a sign. The new
smoking policy will go into
effect on March 17.
Elliot's approval was not a
surprise, as it was Elliot who
sought a review of the
university's smoking policy.
According to Associate Provost
Marianne Phelps, it now remains
for the Department Chairs and
Deans to make recommendations
as to what, if any, areas should
be set aside for smoking in
their buildings. The resolution
requires them to work with the
Physical Plant in determining
these areas.
Phelps said, "We've sent
the recommendations of the
Physical Department to the
Deans, inviting them. to respond
by February 14." She added
that the Physical Department
has the final say, and that
where there are any substantial
differences between the parties,
a meeting will be held to iron
out the differences.
Associate Dean Edward
Potts will be responsible for the
making the recommendations for
the law school. Potts stated
that he has decided to set aside
the small lounge on the first
floor and the enclosed room on
}~e s~c<?nd' floor ...of the 'library
~s smokmg permitted areas. He
- <llso constderfng making the
small thi.rd floor lounge, ~here
the yendmg machines and coffee
are ocated, a smoking permitted
.area. . All other areas, exce t
for p~lv.ate office space, will ~
off Iirni ts for smoking.
o:As . for the scholarl
pubhcatlOns, Potts said "I will
go to the la w revi~w and
journa l and get input from the
e~:lltors 'as to how they would
llk~ to have their areas
destgna ted. " .
. The veteran administrator
IS expectmg strong objections
from some, regardless of what
areas he sets aside. As far as
enrorcement is concerned, Potts
satd that he believes students
and !acuIty will largely serve as
. an Inf orma l peer enforcement
mechanism. '
But he does not foresee
any. great problems with
enforcement. Said Potts "I
think we'll get volunta~ily
compliance on this." He added
"I don't think this will be tough
to enforce. The bi~~est
problems will come from visttors
who don't know the policy, and
substantiating claims made by
students who wish to remain
anonymous.
The smoking resolution
signed by Elliot calls for those
areas where smoking will be
permitted to display signs
readinlS "Smoking Permitted
'> Here.' As a reminder to
'. students, there . may also be
.stgns that read Y'Ihank you for
not Sm 0 kin g Her e.", . i n
nonsmoking areas •.. ,' ...
NLC-II Upsets'
NLC-I in Basketball
11 Class Reps
Selected
The First Annual Mid- CONTINUED FROM P.1
Atlantic States Law School
Basketball. Tournament, .held very close. "That was .. the
over the weekend of February· 7, closest race'olf,t of'all of them"
saw the two Georgetown.U she said. We mu~t have
men's entrants battle for the' counted those ballots fIve or SlX
title, with the bteam-prex..ailing'. times, .if not more." A total. of
over the Il-team, 'But In a" two votes separated Regtna
consolation' game match ~~JefferSon and Sue Macleod, the
between the two NLC mens. third and forth place winners,
squads, it. was the II-team that •..... from .the fifth. and sixt!t place
upset the I-team by a 'slim two' losers.' Avagl1ano dechned to
point margin, 46-44. Also the. ~(hmti~y the two candidates that
NLC women's team made It to "Jus~ l~l1ssedout. A total of rune
the final round before losing. candIda~e.s competed for the
Both NLC men's teams lost four pOSItIOns.
their first 'round games, followed /The race f~r the second
by wins in the consolation year representatIves was not .as
bracket •. The I-team, coached h9tly contested as wa:; the third
by Steve Sheinbaum,. defeated -:ar. Although Ava~l1ano ag.am
American University 47-31 and dId not reveal the final talliesr
the II-team coacbJd by &et she admitted that Haney, f\rnola
Levine defe'ated Antioc 0.' an9 Ibson. wer~ clear wmners,
ThiS set up a meeting. whIle RamIrez. Just squea~~d by
between the two NLC entrants the unnamed fIfth place fmisher.
with the II-teampulling off t~ Eleven .first year hopefuls were
upset, 46-44. The winners were .competIng. for the four seats.
paced QY the play of Bill. Haskel The mght seats were lesser
and Craig Hosmer. In the contests d~e to the smaller
follOWing round, the II-team fell cla:sses. SchIrmer ran un<g>e>se<!
to George Mason University 75- while Escabedo .an,! Schau~eld
65 'had a more dIfflCUlt tIme
• The tournament founded defeating thei~ opponents.
and administered by NLCstudent ". Both Avagl1ano and Jo~athan
Matt McGrath, along with Welch, the n~w SBA preSIdent,
American University law student expressed eXCItement about the
R~b Cunningham, provided T- r ace a.n d lIt h ~ n.e yv
shIrts for all participants, as represe~tat.lves. I thmk this 18
well as pizza and dnnks the. b~g~pnll~g of a great year
follOWing the games on for SHA, saId Welch.
Saturday. The proceeds from'
the tournament will' go to
~uPbort The D.C. Law Students ,
, .l? ..~.~~t..~~r!!iof5.r~a..~;"~"",:,~,,.y ••">C'~ .d~·,+_'"O"~·"""'''''4=''''''''''''·';'''';'''''''''.'''·-i4·· .... -
rei 'rn
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LAW.STUDENT RESUMES
** A Specialty of The Resume Place, Inc. * *
. FIRST CLASS QUALITY IN TYPESETTING
~ORD PROCESSING, PRINTING. Personal, profes:
sional assistance in selection of format, use of type
throughout the resume. Over 16 years' experience with
typesetting resumes for law students! Skilled in answering
questions,' handling format problems, and selecting a
typestyle to best present your copy.
THREE YEARS DISK STORAGE - FREEl Original
typesetting range: $40 to $49.50. Update cost in six
months (based on addition of new job and up to five
other line changes): $25.00. Printingand matching paper
and envelopes: extra. .
All major credit cards accepted. Fast turnaround! Normal
timing: 3 days. (24-hour and 48-hour rush services
available.)
NOTE: If you are planning to update your resume in
August - come in early and beat the rush! Placement
Office has brochures describing our service, prices and
samples. .
THE RESUME PLACE
810 - 18th Street, NW
(near18th & H Sts.)
Washington, D.C. 20006
Just dial: RES-UMES
737-8637
Welch, Koch Discuss
.~~.Future of SBA ',>
CONTINUED FROM .P.1
nearly fifty percent when you
consider that third year day and
fourth year night students could
not vote." She thought the
increase was due in part to her
administration's. efforts in
getting students more involved
with SBA. Avagliano ran
. unopposed. for, ·SBA president
last year.
. Avagliano .satd the results
were tallied in a classroom in
Lerner Hall while the rest of
the school was listening to
Justice Blackmun speak. "We
had the tv on, but you couldn't
hear that well, so we just
mainly counted votes. II. She said
they counted the J?residential
ballots three times, 'not because
, it was that close, but just. to
make sure." Welch received a
total of 249 votes while Hertz
received 194. Michael Paul
received 54 votes despite his
unofficial withdrawal from the
election. Avagliano also noted
there were about fourteen
different write-ins, with Baby
Doc receiving the most at three
votes. .
The race for vice presIdent
was counted only once due to
Koch's landslide victory. Koch
received 230 votes while
challengers Michelle Mendez and
Franklin Blackstone received 129
and 71 votes, respectively.
The results were announced
at 10:30 pm at the Twenty-First
Amendment, a local bar. When
asked why a bar was selected as
the site to announce the next
year's leaders of the National
Law Center; Avagliano rep'~ied
"that it was sort of a tradItIOn,
and it lets everyone have a
good time."
. .....~•l' , •• '- " - ',~- • '\.. I. •
An interview the next day
with Welch and Koch revealed
that they, along with Sweeny,
had run as kind of a team.
Sweeny had done "a lot of
campaigning about me among the
night students" said Welch.
Koch had also been instrumental
.. in persuading Welch to run •
They were. still formulating the
, goa 1 s 0 f. the i:r S BA
administration, but the pair
mentioned several specific ideas
~hey would .like to implement,
mcluding:
- Fighting the next tuition
increase. Welch said that in the
(last SBA has failed to get
mvolved in the frocess of
deciding the cost 0 education.
- Improving commencement.
"In the past graduation has been
a pitiful event" said Welch.
Citing poor faculty sUirt
lackluster speakers, shorts ~
planning and lack of fun ing,
the pair plan' to revamp
commencement services.
- Getting a tv set in a student
lounge.
- Organizing a Law Revue and
an end-of-the-year party. When
asked what he would do to
change the "party" image of
SaA, Welch said he thought that
being perceived as a ,party
organization "wasn't bad. He
sees one of the major purposes
of SBA is to "make going to law
school a more pleasant
experience. "
- Getting professors to stay for
reading periods and finals.
Spearheaded by Koch while still
Section 14 Rep., he believes
professors owe a professional
and moral obligation to be
available to answer student
questions and clarify questions
at the exam.
_______ ..... IIlIIIi! ... lIiiiiiiii__ iii~ ~- .~
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Bleckmun Ceptivetes
CrowdDuring>Speech
CONTINUED FROM P.1 . _ .
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I
court was the first to venture
into state prison administration,
and we outlawed some things
they were doing to prisoners In
the state of Arkansas. This isa
decision I am very proud of."
He disappointed many in
the audience when he declined
to comment on the' present
constitutional interpretivism
debate griPfing various elements
of. the lega field, Ine luding the
Court.
He did, however, speculate
that Chief Justice Burger will
not step down before the
bicentennial celebration of the
framing of the Constitution.
The Chief Justice heads the
celebration commit tee, and
regards the event as special
since it coincidentally falls on
his 80th birthday.
Justice Blackmun began his
speech by sayin&", "I hope I'm
among friends, and joked,
"Don't you have classes or
something?"
He started off by
entertaining the assemblage with
correspondence he has received
in recent years. One writer
told the Justice, "I have a
girlfriend named Noreen Elaine
Johnson and I love her very
much. I proposed to her seven
times and I have had no luck
yet. As a result I filed a
lawsuit against her."
The crowd near ly lost
control when he read the final
plea for help. "What I'd like
you to do is invite both of us
to your chambers to talk to you
to get some good judgement and
counse l; i I know you are a busy
man,but .a little love in your
life will make you feel a lot
better."
His tone turned serious
when he thought of the many
cases that the Court does not
take because of time limitations
on its calendar. "The work is
grim and deadly serious."
Refusing to . turn ..too
melancholy, he launched into. a
fascinating description of. the
light-hearted moments' and
personal quirks of his fellow
justices. The justices. were
portrayed in more humanistic
terms. Potter Stewart became a
rabid Cincinnati Reds fan, Byron
White a mumbling, arm-waving
purveyor of spittoons, William
Rehnquista man obsessed with
waving his long. sinewy fingers
at unprepared attorneys.; .
One f avor-Ite tale he spun
involved William Douglas, who
responded to .a note passed to
him by Justice Blackmun by
writing, "This attorney was
through twenty minutes ago but
he didn't know it."
He' spoke with the charm
of an historian in love with his
subject. He traced the history
of the physical structure of the
Court, the justices who have sat
on the Court, and the gro wth of
the Court and its influence.
Tears seem to come to his eyes
when he reminisced on the
traditions of the Court, from
signing the Court's bible, to the
practice of admitting attorneys
to argue before it.
He expressed a "fear of
insufficient time to reflect" on
decisions, and he feels at all
times that the Court's decisions
are "the end of the line."
"There is a lone liness of
decision, and don't feel that
because it is a multiple-judge
court there is no' loneliness of
decision. II " . '.
It is difficult to see how
one could not help but feel a
great fondness. for this man.
His deep sense of justice
touched deep chords within this
reporter, helping to restore a
faith in the Court that had been
ero.ded by the endless political
str if e between the left and the
right. For an hour .and a half,
the crowded room was privy to
the thoughts of a supreme court
justice struggling to do what is
right and. decent .. In ithe cases
before him.
JLS Holds Rights .'
Seminar
The In terna t ional Law
Scoc ie ty is spo naor Ing La n
in terna tional human r-Ight s
seminar on February 27:-28. _ ',.
The.session on the 27th winbe held in Lower Lf.sn er
Auditor Iurn, Topics will- inc lude
"Torture;" "Treatites: The.
Genocide· Convention--A Case
Study·" and "Extradition."
The session on the 28th will
be at Ross. Hall. Topics will
inc lude "D.S. Foreign Policy:
Po land-- A· Case StudY;",
"Enfor-cement of Human Rights;"
and "Careers .tn International
Human Rights."
TELEPHONE: (202) 331-8992
ApPOINTMENTS, 600 t-M TO 11 :00 AM AND 2:00 PM TO 5:30 PM
Present this coupon and get
. .
$1 off regular prices.
~-------._------.---------------_.---.--_ ..-._-._ ...-..--_.-_ ...-------_._---_ ..-
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Pieper gives something iri~"~~ .3 '~= ~~~i
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addition to what iSclue',if fii:!:.- "
expected, or customary iJ i"~~'c~I
,in a Bar Review Course:,: i-.~_-~-~":~=-_' _~_..',-J ;~~
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For more information contact
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PIEPER NEW YORK·MULTISrATE
BAR REVIEW, LTD.'
~OWillis Ay..enue, Mineola, New YOrk. 11~01 .
~})]llim (!jDlliF,j]~lIillJ llil;~~
----_:.-- ..._------
your Pieper Representative or
telephone:
(516)747-4311
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Life on /a
by Mark Graven
The Salvation Army chow
wagon usually' arrives at 21st
Street and Virginia Avenue NW
about 8 p.rn,
By 7:30, a small crowd of
homeless has gathered. The men
huddle around two separate
grates, palms down and fingers
spread to absorb the warm air
shooting forth.
A dozen men lind a cat
named Midnight call these grates
home. Midnight likes Charlie and
Tony best. At least that's what
Tony says. If you want
somebody to talk to a t these
grates, talk to Tony. That's
what the other men advise.
Tony--Anthony Milton
Perkins--is a large blackman
with an impassive face. He is
willing to talk. He seems
friendly. But he doesn't seem
capable of smiling.
Tony has been staying on
the Foggy Bottom grates on and
off for about two years. "I used
to stay at the 18th and D
grate," said Tony. "That's about
the best grate because it has
the best heat, but now the fan
is in reverse. This grate is good
because it's off the sidewalk and
holds more people."
It has been estimated that
there are 15,000 homeless in the
District. The men at 21st and
Virginia speculate that there are
300 to 400 homeless staying in
greater Foggy Bottom. They are
drawn by the grates! which are
part of a system that carries
heat to the federal buildings in
the area. .But even away from
the grates, there are good,
places ~p, sleep.' The Federal"
Reserve 'builQing on the', other y~
side of ·'Wirginia.' Avenu-e, :is";'a;:
good place to sleep when it
Foggy Bottom
rains or snows because of its
large overhang, says Tony.
, Tony. has three sleeping
bags, Wh1Chhe puts inside of
each other for winter sleeping.
Some of the men sleep right on
the. gf,at~s. But Tony says that
he IS quite happy" just to sleep
next to a grate.
. The Salvation Army wagon
arnv.::s, and the men line up at
curbs ida.• Tony isn't hungry. He
set tIes into a battered wooden
cnatr placed directly on the
grate nea~er to the GWcampus.
Two plast to containers serve as
stools, and round out the grate's
furniture.
Tony tells his story. He is
an articulate man. One eye
squints beneath his brown wool
cap as he considers his words.
He is 33 years old. He was born
in Pensacola, Florida. He moved
to Charleston, SouthCaroIina,
where he got married and had a
home. He had jobs there with
the telephone company and a 7-
Eleven store. He and his wife
split in 1979, and he moved to
Virginia, where he lived with his
grandmother.
I'd think you'd get a fairer deal
in the Soviet Union. You'd almost
have to.
Tony says he came to
Washington in 1983 to "start a
new life," and got a job with a
,7-Eleven store. But after two
.rnonths he injured his left foot
on the job and was no longer
able to 'work. ,Workmen's
-c ompe ns a t Ion lasted for six
'Y~_eks._Hehas,§,incejnjured his
fIght. .fpo,t. <He went for
treaTm'enta't> D.C:';'Gtmeral
Grate
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Tony Perkins wants "back in the human race."
I
Hospital, but a doctor told him
his problems were
"psychological." Tony thinks the
problem is "bone spurs."
, Tony says that he'd like to
go back to work if his feet
heal, and that if makes some
money, he'd like to go back to
school. He dreams of becoming a
"structural engineer or an
architect." He admits that for
this to happen, "I'd 'have to get
awfully lucky or somebodywould
have to feel sorry for me."
When he r Irs t came to
D.C., Tony slept at a shelter.
Now he prefers the grates
because they're "less congested. it
Tony and others at the grate,
say they don't like shelter life
because of the number of
mentally ill persons that stay at
them. The men refer to the
large shelter at Second and D
Streets as "St. Elizabeths II."
Tony says that the
homeless are attracted to Foggy
Bottom not only because of the
grates, but because of the
access to,food. Various church
g r o u p s drop. o.ff "food,
supplementing the night ly stops
of the Salvation Army.
This night, the Salvation
Army has brought chili dogs and
bananas. Chili dogs are unusual.
"Most times it's soup and
sandwiches," said Tony.
In the morning, the men
are likely to go to Miriam's
Kitchen at the Western
Presbyterian Church located at
19th and H streets. A good
place to catch lunch, says Tony,
1S the Church of the Brethren in
Southeast. "Most times I do
without," he said. "
With no jobs to go to, the
homeless have a good deal of
time on their hands. "Some guys
go to the library. Some guys
panhandle. Some guys like to
read -the Bible. Some guys
daydream. Some ~uys get drunk.
I like to sit m a park and
read" said Tony. His reading
f ar~ he says, inc Iudes
newspapers and "books on
electronics and architectur~."
In addition to readmg,
Tony says he likes to go
"sightseeing" in Washington. He
says he doesn't get tired of
sightseeing because he doesn't
go very fast. "It takes me ~n
arm and a leg to get where 1m
going," he said,
Tony says that the federal
government should do more to
create jobs for the homeless. He
blames the Re!igan
administration for the r,l1ght of
many of the homeless. T~e ~an
in the White House doesn t hke
blacks," he said.
Given a choice of where to
live in the world, :rony s.ays t:;e
might pick the SOVI~t UnIon. . I
think you'd get a ratrer deal 10
the Soviet Union. You'd almost
have to get a fairer deal."
Most of the men at 21st and
Virginia are black. They get
•
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along alright, but nobody is best
of friends, according to Tony.
"You know the people," he said.
But you don't know them that
well. It's like high school. Some
drink together, some do drugs
together, but in a different
environment, they'd all go in
different directions."
Tony reaches down and pets
Midnight, who is snoozing at his
feet. The cat, says Tony, showed
up about a month ago and has
been coming back to sleep every
night since.
The men say they feel safe
in this area. Incidents of
violence are rare. There was
somebody who tried to pick
some fights about a year ago,
Tony said, but the men
convinced him to go elsewhere.
Attempts to brin~ cheer to
the grates are fleet mg. During
the holiday season of 1984, a
street person named Leroy set
up a Christmas tree at 22nd and
E streets. "But he didn't do it
this year because he found out
he had to get apermih 'and It
wasn't worth it," said Tony.
Tony insists that liCe on the
grates isn't without humor.
There are some intelligent men
on the grates, notes TonYl andsometimes they say some unny
things. According to Tony, one
of the homeless who stays
around Lafayette Park Is a
Harvard graduate, and one of
the men a t this grate Is a
former air traffic controller wb>
was tired by Reagan.
Tony says he doesn't envy
the Foggy Bottom briefcase
brigade that marches by his
grate. "I've never dreamed of
those type of Jobs," he said.
"But I would lIke a job and
some money. I'd like to put
myself back in the human race."
The Salvation Army wagon
has departed. Some of the men
have drifted of! to their
sleeping spots.
Tony speaks of the home he
would some day like to sleep in.
a home he would like to build
himself. "It would be a three-
story house with a full basement
and' a garage. It would !Ulve a
big backyard pool, WIth an
island, and a palm tree on the
island. There would be a gazebo,
and a solar house with hot tubs.
There would be decks, a
barbecue grill, a flower garden,
a vegetable garden, a grove of
trees with a picnic area, a
tennis court, a basketball court-
-even thougn my feet probably
wouldn't hold up. I'd have a
couple of campers in the
driveway. I'd like to Join a
camping club. It wouldn t be a
mansion, but a spac,\ous house. A
comfortable house.
For the first time in the
interview, Tony smiles. "~ou
don't find too many houses Hke
that" he say.s with a big, deep
belly laugh. "You don't fmd to?,many houses like 'ha:Jii
& 4't 4t 1.1~
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Noontime VideoTHE NLC BULLETIN
by Other Band.- .' - ."-: ,,' : . 211 Property <, .
, I though,t I knew all the law
schools in Washington, D.C., but
apparently' not because the
BUlletin of a District law school
I had never heard of recently
showed up in my mail box. As
I had not .cracked a book all
semester, I was grateful for
something. to read, and, besides,
I was curIOUS to see, what sort
of courses they offered. lam
sure that I am not alone in my
curiosity so I thought I would
share with you a sampling .of
the curriculum which is more or
less typical:
This semesterl the NLClibrary has 9uite a ine up for
your Iuncht ime entertainment
Being featured at the Noontim'
Video Showings will be"Th~'
Constitution: A Delicate Balance"
(selEiptio.ns from the PBSseries)
and BaSIC Concepts of Evidence'
Lectures b.y Irving Younger.Ii
'I'haae ser-ies were selected
especIally for first year students
enrolled in constitutional law
for the second year students
st u dy i rrg evLde nee, The
Noontime Showmgs will be every
Tuesd.ay and Thursday at 1:00
p.m, In Lerner 201. .
Liste<! below is the schedul
of Noont Ime Showinga for the
semester: e
Feb •. 20 (Thurs.) Younger
Evidence
Feb. 25 (Tues.)
Evidence
Feb. 27 (Thurs.)
Evidence
Mar. 4 . {Tues.)
Evidence
Mar•. 6 .O(Thurs~J'
Evidence.
Mar. 11 {Tues.)
Evidence ..
Ma!. p.(Thu~s.)younger
EVIdence
Mar. 25(Tue~~ f .'In Search of
ExceIlence J'-rPt, 1 .:
Mar;. 27(Thurs~)··. In -Searc-h of
Excellence ..;.Pt. 2 .
i\I?r. 1 (Tues.) .The Thirty-
Nme Steps
Apr. 3 - (Thurs.)
Trial: The Case
Kemper Pt. 1
. Ap~. 8 (Tues.) Ethics on
S
Trial: The Case of M •
tudents are taught the . Kemper';';' Pt~2 arVIn
.' 'i~;~~r ~~~\ tOi~Ou~;~-break J .p~::~"-.."~~o~~ (Thurs.)
':.~~,'it, ,_;\ ;l"\.-:", _ 4" APr. 15 ~Tues.)
~-""'~< .•~~~ ~~. .~, . '-.c_/lJ ",\",~~: ~~ (:re~~~»
,329 Domestic Relations
This course studies the
relations of maids with butlers
and nannies. (Paper)
Basic concepts of
ownership a~e; discussed,
Including why. It IS· better to
own than be owned. Students'
are taught " why some people'.
have more than others and why
that is irritating. (Examination)
220 .Legal Writing
348 Problems of the' Consumer
The first half' bi' this
course concentrates on, the
various ways to' carry grocery
ba~s to the trunk of your car,
whtle the latter half focuses on
different ways to keep your
c 0 u po l!S 0 r g ani, zed.
(ExammatIOn)' .'
. '. This course studies legal
wrItIng as compared to illegal
writing; why it is that in"
certain states grammatical errors
~e p.unishable by up to 3 years
In prIson. (Paper) .. "
222~rpfessic:maL~e~onsibility .
'. ,Stud~~ts are taught
professional ethics and the
Codes ·of;:>Professional
Responsibility. 'Students learn-
about Iegal discip~ine,especially
how to. respect each other's
Ihntts, (Paper) .' . . . ' ..
395 Unfair Trade
-, This course compares the
law school tuition fee with the
e d uc a t i on r e c e i v e d •
(Examina tion)
REQUIRED·COURSES:
203 Contracts
Basic theories of offer,
acceptance, and rejection are
discussed -and students are
t a ug h t .'various methods of
dealmg with rejection, including
not, making so many offers.
Students are taught to
distinguish between a Contract"
and a Gift by. checking to see if .
there Is a ribbon •.. (Examina.tionl
Younger
Younger406 .Medtcfne for Lawyers
. This course teaches
students how to .make ia double
martini, very 'dry. . (Examination)
ELECTIVE COURSES: 411.i\ccQunting 'for Lawyers
311 Oommerctal Paper This course demonstrates
. 'A,survei:ol'iJie :~arlot.ls f~~;:;~re (~~;;rtCcQunting for. ' "
;""'''' ,_ kinds,' of.; commercial ,paper~; ",' ..
i"': Basic'theorieshofd fault:.·· e: from newspapers to paper. towe~.l':' 423.,qYneco)ogy,forLawykrs"c;~:
are,discussed,'includingLwhy-it . -' to ,toilet;paper, s:', the:. most . 0,,_ .. ·.· ._' .' ,." :,
'C' ;; commercial' paper of all" .. .. r-Sttidents are instrtibted
(Examination)_ " .~ In" the basic' procedures of
gynecology: Examination. .
. 444 House~Breaking-Your-Pet for
Lawyers ,
Younger
Younger
Younger
Master of Laws
BostoriQn!jers~!Y.~~·
School of Law :.,..~;:.~.
Man For All
Reds - Pt. 1
Reds - Pt. 2
ReJls -_Pt. 3
i'."\ l:,;~."),.i, :...:
. ~ . '~'~~"'; ~,~~_ .:1
-ALlhi,que:il:'ultidiscipfinary course of stuciy
offenng a Singular educational opportunity. ,
for lawyers who wish to practice in this
dynamic; fast grollYing area of specialization,
. Taught byfaculty of the Bostor University'
'School of Law, man~gement experts, and
~minent banking law attorneys, this jnnova~,
tlve program provides an exceptional blend '
of intellectual and practical education at one '.
. of th.e nation's foremost law schools,The' <.
,cprficuJuin has been met;culouslydesign~d .•
to provldecourses covering theJull range of
, banking law s~bjects and courses specially
develop~d to Introduce lawyers to the legal.
~conomlc and managerial aspects ofthe,
flnanciaLservices industry. . ..'
Applications are now being accep~ed for·: -
full or part-time enrollment in
September 1986.
. ,
YEAR
.
. , ~. ,' .
".By registering before
March 15,1986 you can:
t .• - •
e Save money (discounted price $525)
e 'Get study guides for fundamental second and
third year subjects ' ....
eTake .SMH Professional Responsibility
To learn IPore,call for,our 2nd year broch~re
. . . '... ' .. . ~or acataIog containing detailed , ,
::.iI~t~~I~it~:'"
• , .... "C,-~ ._. :.. _,' 765 Commonwealth Avenue'" .,'
i. i, " L .~:- -',:"Bostori, Massachusetts 0'2215·-,·'·.. '".··· ...·
'~. '0 ~~ . <~rc~: 617i353-302~:'{:~':<,t
.~:;._~; ,}"r
.mgJ..•.......
...,BARREVIEW,-'i';
.~?(80g)'~4~fj9:18$/' ·'.i.(~,1;')7~4~-39()~6(,".:·(26~;·,3:4~~1971') ,..
.. -', ..-. ': ',. .' ~: .: '. - ",
"j" ~ ,~
, -'
'~"~" . '!~
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Abandon Roe v. Wade-
POINT: Consensual Sex Waives Right
by Ken Brothers ~~l~ue nat~r~oof ·l~hedI?ro~dreatll·ve the fetus is legally entitled to
. n IVI ua s the rights and t l'Last Wednesday Justice possessllig all the rights unde; recogniz d' th ~o e~ I~ns
Blackmuncal led Roev. Wade, . the (~ons~itution,. knowingly as a resu1t olr th e cnstlt'ft~
hisc~ntrovers~a~ Supreme. Cou!"tengagmg 10 a,n act of .which a parents. e ac Ions 0
deciSIOnlegahzmg abortfons 10 known. and hIghly foreseeable Only through th t i f
the first two tr imesters of result IS the creation of a third . e ac IOns 0
pregnancy, a milestone in the person -- and the inability of .
emancipation of women. If true,.the law to S.Uf.iciently develop a
that emancipation is achieved stan<;lard to fairly measure wren
onlyby ignoring another- set of t~e mfant .is endowed with the
rights. Nowhere 10 Blackrnun's -rights promised to all humans by
majority opinion is the issue of the Constitution, the law should
fetal rights considered. Instead, Impute those rights to exist at
the opinion is framed in terms the same tnstant that a woman
of the rights of the mother as~hooses to enga~e in sexual
opposed to the rights of the Intercourse; Choice being the
state. . touchs tone : of assignment of
r Ights to the "third party"--
. the fetus -- abortions would be
restricted to those cases where
the pregnancy was not .the
result of a voluntary decision on
the part of the ..mother. . .-
- The current state of the law
go~erning .abortions completely
. falls to consider such a
rationale. If ...the competing
interests iri-Roewere solely
between the. rights of the
mother and the rights of the
state I could not argue with the
Roe sdectston, The rights of an
individual woman are conpelltng,
In the absence of an assignment
of rights to the fetus as a
result of the voluntary actions
of the mother, the current law
allowing abortions must stand.
Therefore, in order for abortions
to be restricted In. the manner I
propose, it must be shown that
If a mother is able to understand
the risks of her act, yet assumed
those risks, she should be held to
the consequences of her actions
two humans maya third human
be created. Because post-Roe
decisions have discounted the
rights of the father after
conception, the remaining
conf lict is between (1) the
desire of the mother to abort
the pregnancy as a result of
changing her mind from a
willingness to have sexual
intercourse to an unwillingness
to live with the consequences of
her decision; (2) the rights of
the fetus, created as a result of
an act freely consummated by
the mother; and, (3) the rights
of the state in seeing-that the
best interests of society are
considered.
One consequence of sexual
. intercourse is pregnancy. As -
trivial or self-evident as this :
fact may seem, It is central to
the: argument. If a mother is
able to understand the risks of
her act, yet assumed those
Viabilityas a measurement of legal .
protectionsis a cruel hoax, a band-aid
fictionthat "deniesmedical reality
The fundamental fault with
the opinion, still the law today,
is that it asks, then: answers1thewrong question. Insteador
asking whether the mother's
right of privacy outweighs the
state's Interest in continu~ the
~regnancy, the real legal Issue
IS whether the actions of the
parents have endowed the fetus
with all the -r-Ights due toa
citizen of the Uhited States.
Therights of: the 1 fetus 'are
inexorably woven into the
willingness of the mother to.
carry the child. Because of the'
to Abortion
risks, she should be held to the
consequences of her actions.
Voluntarily agreeing to the act
of sexual intercourse is a
commitment to live with the
consequences of that act. Any
rights to an abortion: would be
waived. And if this seems
unduly harsh, we must remember
we are dealing with an issue,
literally, of life and death. .
"Pro-choice" individuals
(there is tragic irony in this
label, for it is through the
woman's choice that any rights
of privacy should be forfeited)
argue that a fetus- is nothing
more than a personal extension
of a woman's body, and a
woman should be allowed to do
with the fetus what she may.
On such reasoning Roe was
framed. Mr. Goldsmith asserts
that Blackmun considered the
rights of the fetus in his
opinion. This is nonsense. The
issue of fetal rights was only
raised in Justice White's dissent.
Blackmun's balancing the
mother's rights against state
interests only masks the deeper
issue of fetal rights; ,for even
the most dedicated abortionist
concedes that once a chUd is
outside the womb ot the mother,
it has all the rights of any
other human. This concession
created the legal Itne-drawinz of
"viability" -- the point at wlUch
GO TO p.a, COL.3
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Affirm Roe v.·.Wade . . ,
COUNTERPOINT: Roe"Triumph in Pragmatism
:. - ·._."Cl"t1'ze:ns"as "persons born, or . has been made not to conceive.
by Michael GOldsmith suppor tfng reproductive rights. "n.aturall·zed In the Unit ed By denyinfft the right to have anThis fornudable coalition covers b t· ld n ncy result. f States." The court furtI:er a or 10n s ou preg a
I strongly dissent with Mr. 'a wide spectrum, spanning r~ concluded that the rounding from a defective birth control
B.rothers'analysis. Roe v ; Wade. the religious minded to ted d th t th tatus device, Mr. Brothers issociologica11yconcerned. It fathers inten e a e s ultimately nullifying that
ISa triumph of pragmatism over included .majormed~cal, and of citizen "has application only original choice. It is not
well meaning though often n t a.t r I t t ons t t 11 " bl hsanctimonious intrusiveness. I?syc latrlhc . ashsoclabl· " pos naI aamY' forced to reJ"ect reasonably foreseea e t at aWh lOdicating t at t e pro em 1S. ile not discounting the far more complex than Mr. another troubling aspect of Mr.
Interests of' the fetus, Justice Brothers dreamt of _ in his Brothers' theory, namely the
B~ackmun recognized that the philosophy.. .. entire premise that the fetus'
rIght to privacy protects one of ,The Court did not. Ignore ·rights are derivative of the
the most private choices a the 'interests of the fetus, but mother voluntarily engaging in
humanbeing can make.. -... correctly assessed that they are sexual intercourse. Common
The court carefully weighed . outweighed at the· early stages sense tells us that a woman
the two competing. interests. of pregnancy by the rights. of doesn't 'consent to bearing a
Aft e r dis c er ni n ~ t haL women. The COurt. did not fall child every time she has sex.
Philosophical -and hIstorical into the· very i>itf~ll ~r. Mr. Brothers should be informed
sources from Plato to the B th s sby Imposma that procreation is not the onlypresent couldn't reach.a ro ers propo e .. h· . "natural purpose". of l'nte.rcourse.on .the nation a sop Istlcan
consensus on when life begins, ,legalistic .sol.utio.n to an area Sex is an expression of .love ,and
the court turned to science for is recognized as a blolog~cal
guidance.. The high., court. need. Since the law recogn~~es
recognized that· "conception isa Ar~ we to have heari,!-gs to lower standards of accountab.llitY
process, rather than an event," determine the state oj mind of as miti~ating and sometimes
and wiselr left the matter up to exoneratlOg factors, how can
the conscIence of the individuals every pregnant woman seeking one be held strictly liablt: fo~
concerned, only limiting that . b t··;J - the "ultimate act of fasSIOf.l?
cho· h l·f " t an a or ton. '<... • 1 doctrmeIce to w en - 1 e can eXlsBasing a sweeplOg e~a. .
Outside the uterus. . .. .-on such a misperceptlOn IS nalve
the a~~ftonbr;if:heb~O:!~t t~~ which experts and experience alI at best and irresponsible at
. 1 bear- witness as being far too worst. b h ff
economic, social,.psychologlCa , pr.iva.te. and. co.mplex for such Mr. Brothers rus es 0"
and physical problems women defective contr.aceptives ~s ~.
face in maternity. I am .Ieft presumptuousness. - - .. ., .-.J01hOle too b1g to consIder
With th' 'f om ' Mr ·Turningto Mr.· Brothers. . ....an .would forbid abortion.s to. e ImpressIon r • legal I argument, the Supreme
Brothers' article that he feels Court f la tly rejected M~•. :;;women who use contracept1ves,
Women.only undergo .abortions. Brothers' theory that a fetus 1S -.arguing that they consented t?
for selfish reasons of endowed with "the rights intercourse knowing"full w~l1
COnvenience. The National NOW . promised toalt humans: under ..ot the possibility of becomlOf
Ttme8 ot December-January 1986 -the Constitution." The pregnant. The. use 0
~~\rilsOt~~~~ 'b~~an~~~;l;~~ Fourteenth Amendment. def~es . contraceptives ~~~~_~~_ ..-._---_.- ... _._-_.-_._. -,---- ....
Common sense tells us that a
woman doesn't consent to bearing
a child every time she has sex.
contraceptive will tail. In
keeping true with Mr. Brothers
assumption of risk analogy, a
choice was made not to assume
the risk, and all reasonable
measures were taken to avoid
that risk, thus negating any
liability.
Mr. Brothers' position is
that abortion should be
restricted to cases where the
pregnancy is not the result of a
voluntary decision on the part
of the mother. This position is
built upon the premise that
uninformed minors cannot
consent to pregnancy while
competent adults automatically
do so. . .
Consent imphes a conscwus
approval of facts actually
known, as distinguished ~rom the
mere neglect to ascertslh facts.
GO TO P.S, COL.!
'Wednesday,~'. -.... .
The
Mother '8 Choice Waiv
Right of AbortionEDITORIALS.
There is no reason wh
institution of the family _: tt
persons acting with f
knowledge of the consequenc
of their actions -- should
treated any differently. Let
parents, through their actio
eonrer the legal rights on th
creat ion from the moment
conception. Once conferr
Clinicians Deserve Respect
Abortions would only be bann
when the pregnancy with theres
oj consensual sex and the wom
later 'changed her mind. J
those rights are independent
the wi~l of the parents and m
be weighted when actions a
taken to eliminate them thrall
abortion.
If basing the r-ights of t
fetus on the consentmg acts
the mother is a "misconceptio
as Mr. Goldsmith asserts, th
certainly it is a -misconcepti
that restores fundament
fairness to our law, a
certainly better than the curre
misconceptions upon which R
is grounded.
The implications of t
proposed paradigm a
widespread. First] since choi
is the gravamen 01 the propos
.it follows that pregnanei
resulting as a result of rape
. incest should not be subject
. the restrtcttons and. accordingl
. ~.abortlo~s, . would beallowe
~":'> This' 15 'a logical. product of: t
1.-: -legal- rationale that' 'rights' a
created as a result of volunt
. actions, and is not inconsiste
as .Mr. Goldsmith asserts. M
Goldsmith grossly distorts
premise by likening it to t
absolutist position of imputi
all rights to every fetus.
reject the absolutist position
banning all abortions, for t
irrefutable truth remains a fet
is a product of its parent
Unless the parents willing
agreed to engage in sexu
.Intercourse, a natural purpose
which is to create children,
any product of that act Wall
have had no rights conveyed t
it, and would not come with'
the protection of the law.
Second, minors lacking a
ability to understand th
consequences of sexu
intercourse .should also b
exempt from the restrictions 0
abortion, for they did not hay
the abih ty to knowingly waiv
their rights as a result of the'
actions. Abortions would onl
be banned when the pregnane
was the result of consensual se
and the woman later "change
her mind." Unfortunately fo
the mother, but fortunately ro
the fetus, there Isa point of n
return. _The presumption 0
rights would lie with the fetu
and the woman request.ing a
abortion would need to sho
otherwise. The ability ro
consent would be drawa fro
our current laWS
Administrative workability is nf
a problem; certainly this wou
be no more unworkable than th
present requirement to obtadmedical approval for a seeon
trimester abortion.
Third, the use of birt
control should not be a defense
Use of birth control is evidenc
GO TO P.9, COL.!
~ '-,_3
.::.::. '"./ .
~~,-·)_~...n.·!tt::-l._; ;
-Like the status oj slaves in' a :
.sorrier time oj our nation's
jurisprudential history, the rights
due a fetus have been. irreparably
and unconscientiously. denied.
...." " ~_:.; ... ' _, .-'~ t ..._",
:Efir"ich zngProjesso'· :Schii/artz
John. T. Noonan, Professor 'of Law, Berkeley. Daniel Schorr,
journalist. Robert Bark, Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Oolumbia, Stanley Sporkin, General Counsel, CIA, and
former Director of Enforcement Division, SEC. Richard A. Posner,
Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. Harry T.
Edwards, Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
Harry A. Blackmun, Justice, U.S•. Supreme Couetv. . ",.
.; ,These _ impressive names catalogue the speakers of" the
Enrichment program who appeared thus far this year at the NLC.
Professor Schwartz, the person responsible for organizing the
program should be commended. Such a wide array of talent and
divergent views on the law represented by these individuals'
enriched the minds of all those who. were lucky enough to attend.
Mr. Goldsmith refuses to
acknowledge the glaring
inconsistencies and completely
fails to 'explain how the law can
allow abortions in the last week
of the second trimester but deny
abortions in the first week of
the third. Unless we allow the
courts to slowly reduce the time
span in which abortions are
available, which will be required
by our advancing. medical
knowledge, through convoluted
arguments of "state interest," we
should resolve any doubt in
favor of life and assign the
freely-conceived fetus legal
rights from the moment of
conception.
By 'allotting the fetus
rights at conception, as a result
of the voluntary decision of the
parent to have sex and thereby
willfully create that fetus, the
parent would have the legal
right and responsibility to see
through the converance of those
ri~hts by delivermg the child.
This concept of creating rights
and conveying them to another
.is hardly novel in our legal
system. The most directly
applicable analogy- is the
granting of citizenship, along
with all its inherent rights and
responsibilities, ,to properly
qualified aliens. Each of us is'
studying to achieve the rights
and responsibilities granted to
lawyers. Read your
undergraduate diploma. Rights
and responsibilities are conveyed
,-.:-. all toe .tim'e'·by,'·institutions.l
:--~~.:,:" -:~ ":.'..'
witt l\~uncatt
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.that . the . above definiiion1V~~. allows abortions on demand in protection from abortion.
CONTINUEDFROMP~7 consent IS. a common one Mr the first trimester' when ' the However, Mr.' Brothers qualifies
There is a gr.ea.·..t deal1gnor.anc'e·c . Brothers' aforementibned fetu.s is incapable of living . this interest in life by allowing
b t
afrllSumeint rela.tin, to Ignorance outside the womb; and in the it to be defeated' by the
a ou sex 10 genera1 andvit second tit 1" f res nface of ogtc, r mes er on y with a superior rights of the mother in
comes as no surprise tnat many Wh doctor's
1 b
at about if the Infant Wl'll consent. Once the a number of limited exceptions
adu t women and men. are In d f fetus ca . he e ormed? One..could ar ue n survive on its own suc as rape, incest, or
fact unaware of the potential . that the m~theronly conse~ts . and is "alive" in a true sense: underage mothers.
consequences of. their actions. to only h.avmg a healthy chi ld the u.se of deadly force is A true ri~ht to lifer, from
Surely such persons- cannot d b f b dd h Mb d ' an. " earmg the responsibility of . or 1 en and abortion is w om r , rothers takes
~~~~~nte~ t~ec:;~: ~~~ul~i~: raismg such a child, but does forbidden. inspiration, but ultimately parts
P
regnan"cy.Under Mr. Brothers' no~ consent to the bearing and It makes no sen..e to areue that a company, would argue that thera~slng of a deformed child e-,... b fetus is an innocent. Mr
reasonlOg, then, such persons which would necessarily entail a woman is forbidden to terminate Brothers, on the other hand·
would be entitled to an great dea l of mental anguish and h denies being an absolutist whJ
abortion. However, at the same oppressive expense. Would Mr er pregnancy because there is a imputes the right to life on
time Mr. Brothers himself would Brothers. consent rational~ machine in a hospital that can 'be every fetus. It is submitted ;.i
deny them' this right because of mandat e that the woman is that Mr. Brothers' selective I
thedfactt .that they are over 18 e!1titled to abort in such pregnant' for her. recog~ittiOn ofb the rights of ,!
an no Incompetent, Thus on circumstances? some re uses, ut, not others
the one hand, Mr. Brothers is . Even assuming the legitimacy Now to address Mr. severely undercuts his attempt~ I
denying the very right to the of Mr. Brothers' dubious theory Bro~her's argument that Roe's to create rights in fetuses. A 'I
type of people he Intends to are w7 to have hearings tJ rattonale of viability has been child conceived through rape orconfer it .on, Le, those who determine the state of mind of undermined by modern science's by a minor is no different than
have not volunteered or every pregn t ability to preserve the life of an a child who is conceived
t d t b
. an woman seeking underdeveloped fetus. Mr. throu~h "voluntary" intercourse.
consen e - 0 ecoming pregnant. a~ abortion? I for one do not Bf ind that. vision for. th future rothers would do away with 0 viouslYJ the otrcumstanees
at all appealing. abo r t ion be c au sea n surrounding conception is
If Mr. Brothers is inclined to underdeveloped fetus nowcan be beyond the fetus' control, yet1 1 artificially preserved with a Mr. Brothers claims that it is
F tal R
e h app ~ egal doctrines to respirator. Since modern precisely these circumstances
e 19 ts abor t ion, perhaps a more apt t hn 1 . th h" doctr~ne of law to apply to ec 0 ogy IS pushing back the at t e near absolute rights ofabort ton would be the concept threshold of viability, would Mr. the lAtus can be defeated.of self-defense. Judith Brothers .stand for the Herein lies another gapln~
CONTINUEDFROMP.8 Thompson writes that while the protection of a newly fertilized inconsistency in Mr. Brothersft' " egg? tenuous position. When Mr.
e us IS mdeed an innocent, it Following Mr. Brothers' line Brothers concedes that abortion
may threaten the "woman's well- f" iii ithat the mother understood' the be1."ng, life prospect, or health." 0 rea son 1ng, 0 n emus t s eg t mate in certain casesrisks of her actions; and a claim U lf inevitably conclude that it is where consent is uninformed or
that "it J"ust didn't, work" is a sln.g a se -defense analogy! not abortion which· is morally non-existent, then by1 h Thompson states that it woula objectionablet but only the implication, the rights of the
oop ole too huge to seriously be unjustified to kill a fetus if, resulting deatn of the fetus mother are superior to the
consider., ,Notwithstanding that in protecting the woman, there whose life could be artificially rights of the fetus. Again, we
position, however, birth control were some other way to rid her sustained, as it make no sense find ourselves back to Roe.
should be freely available to all, of the pregnancy. Justice to argue that a woman is Mr. Brothers should be
regardless of their ,status as Blackmun in Roe recognized if forbidden to terminate her commended for developing so
minors. Certain forms of birth the death of the fetus in the pregnancy because there is a novel a theory relating one of
control have proven to be highly early stages of pregnancy is the machine in a hospital that can . the most sensitive areas of the
, reli~ble;~heyshould.be ,readily only defense a woman has to "be pregnant" for her. However, law. It is obvious that a great
, aV~J.l~J:~.le.);:.,,;O~,<:lourselsex free herself from that we must now consider the cost deal of thought went into the
'" j satlSfles.manY,'different.needs. pregnancy,"abortion is to be of such a plan to society. Do formulation of the doctrine he
the reliabilityof"birth'controI permitted. we really want to tax our proposes. In the final analysis1
enables :sexua'lly,active ., Thompson continues the~self- already limited medical resources however, the prospect or
individuals .to fulfilLthose needs defense doctrine in that if the to unnaturally sustain thousands conducting pre-abOrtion hearings
with minimal risk of pregnancy. fetus can survive on its own, of fetuses which, even if they to determine the nature of a
The law should not attempt to but still endangers the mother's do survive, may very well women's consent when engaging
regulate sexual conduct if there well-being, the mother's defense develop serious defects due to in sexual intercourse leads me
is no demonstrable harm to the . is "running away," or putting their prematurity? to conclude that we may be in
participants or to society. 011y:the child up for adoption. Mr. Brothers' ultimate dan~r of being watched by Big
when the rights' of another .'acobs' Lad'-'er premise is that the fetus is a Brot er(s).
person" including a fetus, are.J~ UI
~hreatened, '.should .the law be
::::~r~:~i~~:d~~~~tio~ge~fA~~ p."utting t'0 Rest the Welfare Myth
There is a demand for healthy
babies in this country; the by Robert D. Jacobs .mother of an unwanted child . excuse for not seeking a job or against the black community in
~houldbeallowed to place the . In recent weeks, we have. providing support for the other this country.
mfant in.a home that will been bombarded with news on parent. Yes, I agree that welfare
provide for its proper the state of black families in The great danger that systems could be revamped to
nourishment and care. .' the United States. From Leon' these kind of statements and train its recipients for
Like most questions of law
1
Dash's week long series in 1be scenes present is that they employment in the private
the issue of abortion~ is one or washington Post, to Bill Moyers' could lead one to the mistaken sector. Massachusetts Gov.
balance. I fUlll understand the documentary on CBS,Americans conclusion that the welfare Michae 1 S. Dukakis (D) is
complexities 0 . the question. have been given a glimpse at system alone has fostered a justifiably proud of his state's '
But because the Court currently life in some of our cities' segment of our society that is program, called "E.T. Choices", '.:
weights the scales with the poorest neighborhoods. totally dependent on governrrentfor enployment and training.
rights of privacy of the mother . What these journalistic assistance1 with little incentive The Massachusetts Governor
on one side and the state's efforts have displayed before to break tne chain. Some would stated recently that over the
interest on the other, the the nation's eyes is the dismal advocate the elimination of past two years, 23,000 welfare
mother's rights prevail. And social and economic state of the federal assistance without any recipients in his state, mostly
though some may argue that the black family in urban America, viable alternative. This would unwed mothers! had now been
state interest is more corrpelling which many feel will take be a grave error, and would be placed in joDS earning an
than the rights of the mother, I decades to remedy. And while to ignore the real problem in average of $10,00o,per year.
reject that approach.. It is t f dl k' our society. This pro g I" ami nmisguided. The paradigm of the pregnancy ou 0 ,we oc 15 a . The simple truth is that Massachusetts is a model
legal status of abortion is I?ro lem thrOU1houtour society, racism has created this cycle of program indeed. But until otherf ~ndame ntally distorted and, 1t is especia ly acute in the poverty, crime, drug addiction, s tat e san d the fed e I"a 1
without. the proper framework, ~~TC~a~?~~~~tYbo~~e~~ 6~~w~a and despair that is present in government can duplicate the
the proper. answers cannot be h f th b· the black communities of every Massachusetts system, the
attained. Like the status of ~~~ee~~enr:::~~s.0 ase elOg metropolitan area in the United current monthly government
slaves in a sorrier time in our ' One unfortunate picture that States. It is racism that must check must be accepted as a
nation's jurisprudential.history, emerged uniting those single be overcome and eliminated, not .part of our society's obligation
the rights due to a. fetus have black parents depicted in the social and economic welfare to aid those who are unable to
bee n i r rep a r a b 1Y. and M ,. t h programs. provide for themselves, whetheroyers' piece· was e Certainly government they be black or white.
';lnconscientiously denied. And dependency on ~overnmentJust a we are shocked as we" assistance may be partly to Furthermore! society must
look back 'at the terrible assistance. The ocumentary blame for the state of black not be blinded Dy what looks
violations of due ~rocess and sho wed the crowded scene families in poor urban areas. like the obvious culprit for aoutside a housing project's But l't l'S a trag1'c mistake to problem, but must probe deeper
equal protection t at existed mailroom, as the monthly d i ha 1Such a short time ago, so should welfare check arrived. We also place the blame solely on what an recogn ze t tong term
we be outraged today at the saw a single mother and a single for many is needed to feed and systematic racism is the
~~~l'y~r~~~.;t~~g~~to~~t.~;;~~~;;~;~~... I;~~~e:fo'v::;:J:';~~~m:~:t:'';rie~O.~~~.~s~c,,,~~~~~.~",:;~.;L'i=~.~,~ur
1• EMJUEZLtj! ; ~
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ThoseMiniscule
Annoyances
by Scott ives
Law school is full of major
headaches. We came here (and
paid exorbitant amounts of
money) for most of them. I
could start meticulously and
methodically attacking each of
these problems (Civ., Property,
. Oon., K and Moot) but it really
wouldn't. be that funny and you
would probably never read my
column again. . . ..
No,' I think I would rather
talk about those little,see~ly
mmuscule annoyances Wh1Ch
plague us daily. While none of
the things listed below has .yet
caused me to tie my Hornbooks
to my ankles and jump into the
Potomac, they nevertheless
qualify as things that make me
unhappy:'
1. The: 'jerks who snagged the
prime .. seats by remembering
which' day the seating chart
would be passed around. (lsitin
the very back row in the corner
next to Bob.Ueker).. ,
2. Having.'to' 'walk',through .the
muddy swamp' which they, call, a .
~~s.inmy polished intervie~ .
3. The undergraduate coeds who
sneak into the library.... and
then don't talk tome.
4. The genius who took the
covers off all of the copiers and
who is slowly blinding us. with
green radiation. ".
5. The law review articles which
mysteriously slip off the shelves
and disappear during Moot .
Court. '"
6• Those stupid alarms.
7. People who go. down to
lower levels and talk.
8. People . who. go up to
second floor and study.
9•. People running for S.B~A.wOO
suddenly. remember my name.
10. Stairways built for anorexics.
11.'. Interviewers who make you
.wait in the lobby in order to
remind you that they are senior
partners and that you are not,
and most l,ikely never will be.
12. Law firms that sincerely
wish me good luck in all my
futu,re endeavors;
To The Editor:'
Discouraged at FaculljJ
To 1be. Editor:
.'
Asa response, to concerns
which were raised during both
the .reading and exam periods
last semester, and the articles
"in The Advocate, Section 14 has
taken action. un January 29th
we circulated a .petition in our
section. While this petition dealt
specifically with two areas of
concern, faculty availability
during tne entire exam period
and faculty participation in the
commencement exercises, it was
also directed toward a general
.them, The overall with of those
who signed the petition is· an
increase in the interaction
between the students,
administration,and facUlty.
When I brought this action.
to the attention of the full
Student Bar Association at Its'
last meeting,' there 'was
overwhelming support for our -'
goals. The faculty· and
administration must take a more
active role in the life of the
school. The availability of the
faculty is of key importance to
the value··of the education we
"receive. The interest· of the'
administration in forging new
pa ths of·' progress is of key
importance of the image of The
National Law Center. With both
on the rise, there will be more' .
. student· interest, involvement,
and pride in the school. ",
While there are many wa~s
in' which the goals expressed. 10
this letter may be achieved. two
of the most important have .
already been mentioned. As a
section, however, we know more,
can be done. And not only on
the part of the faculty and, the.
admlnistra tion.The students
must actively .pursue these
individuals and dfscuss ideas. We
have found that when members
ot the faculty or administr~tion
._~
.are approached, they often are
. very willing to talk to us and
discuss our concerns. The entire
school must capitalize on the
willingness on the part of all.
. The Student Bar Association
will berctrculattng va,petition
shortly' }\rhichwill encompass'
what has 'been stated' here. We
encourage all members of .The
National" Law Center (student,
faculty, administration) to sign
the petition •. This will greatly
increase the pride' and respect
we, and others, will have for
the school. " ..
i
(signed 6~ 89 students. from
Section 14.)
[Ed. notee The SBAtake, up this
issue with. the faculty at the
next faculty meet tng.I;
Our Absentee Faculty
To 1beEditor:
I was extreme ly discouraged'
to learn thatsome·law
:professors were not present' at
their exams.· '. .
, [l was further] discouraged
by. their' ignorance of the fact
that a student's attention and
learning capacity are' at.their .
quintessence during exarnsand
that his questions are of· the
greatest pertinence. '.
Finally, .the professors owe
-the courtesy of their .presence
so as to answer admimstrative
, . questions (typographical errors
. 'etc.) .. ' . _
Jack YOUllg'
Lt. Col. U.S. Army,
Wednesday, February
Desperetely.Beeking Tru
Prison.Reiorm
by Brian lY- ,LaCorte" cycle?:., What can we do t
;A'"ra' g' ing···~·.·pto'b<l·erii':'.ij.r'."o··..U'r.·;('; punish wrongfulness ,and:at th
same- jt Ime N1JOS tery,c i,yiliJ:e
country contInues vto plague- behavior? ,;
every branch, every Ieve lofour ,',"
government. A problem which"" Initially,we mus
bespeaks viofence, . oppression reverse the ~r.:lsent' pracfice 0
and inhumanity of the most passing .'lengthy and' excessiv
shocking sort. A problem which sentences .. Although this soun
is ofcornmon knowledge, but of like a drastic measure, w
little publie concern. '.1 refer, should consider that give
to the problem state existing in overcrowded conditions, inmate
our prison, system and the empty .are only serving about one '
lack of prospects for future of their' "tough" sentence
reform.' . anyway. And easing the rapi
~Although it maybe c1.ifficult,growth in the prison populatio
try to think back to the last would allow the state systemst
time you heard the word. catch up in the race to bull
"rehabilitation" included in any more prrson facilities. Further
meaningful discussion about we, could expect that
prtson reform. Rehabilitation reduction in the priso
exists now as a forgotten population would equally reduc
concept in our corrections . the rampant violence existing ,
system. And while,functional our prisons today. Sue
rehabili t a tion presents a violence is bred throug
reasonable solution to our prison overcrowding, not throug
d if f i cult i e s , ..h a r d .c 0 r e prisoners. .
conservatives. reject' it as, a '.FinallY,. we must not b
defunct norton,'.": .. ..' >. satisfied with merely buildin
This' abandon'ment ,of more prison facilities. Werous
rehabilitatfon con tributes build better facilities. Prison
significantly to the very heart ' which contain recreationa
of .ourprisonproblem: eqUipment, and programs
Conservative judges .iimpose mandatory education with hig
, excessive sentences,<thisin turn school arid college courses
causesovercrowdin~ which reasonable living conditions an
overtaxes prison facil1tie'sand ad e qua tepsycho log ica I
~esources •.. The ultimate' result counseling. These humane
Is.thetype.ofcorrections cond~tioQS significan~ly
enVIronment that many officialS contr1bute. to rehabilitatIng
term ."warehouses of misery. II . : inmates. More' importantly,
.. ' Act u!illy, the primary, these pro~ressive . measures
~~rit~11~.19n'O~ng~hst~ftrl~~h' .•.•., ~~e~~~a :::ltta~~e i~~~nt:g~:~~~~
sentence, not rehabilitation. We ~role in society. The result is a
s e ~ k '. th em 0 sots eve r e released convict, who. having
pumshments for convicted felons been treated as a human bein~,
and all· the while disregard acts like a human being once.1n
,:ehabilitating them. The result society. The end of the cycle
1Smore prisoners (due. to longer thus comes. into view: lesS
, sentences), more prison violence ' re 'di i 1 '.' I s
(due to dWindling rehabilitative' vigt\m:' sm, '.. ess .cr1me, es
programs), and SUbsequently
more rec1divism, more crime
more victims. ' .
~ow dQ we stop this endless
GO TO P.12, COJ,.4
by Glenn Harris .
A HOLE INTBt~DEEP
THEORY"
POCKET
The effect of rising.
litigation awards upon insurance';
costs is an issue receiving ,
increased attention onI,'Capitol' ,
lim." Yet' whether);Congress.will
tak~'~'tl'(!6tslvei ~?action '-'in· J tlre:lbfo
complex area of lfaonltyd;,(;
insurance remains· to. be seen.
Draina ti c Jncreasesin
liability insurance premiUmsover" '.
the last several years have
rocked many businesses,.
municipali ti~s, doctors and
others, leaving some .unable to
afford or to find adequate
insurance c'overage and thus
vulnerable to la wsuits.
The ..insurarice iridustry
claims these.' increases are
necessary because . of. the
excessive g;enerosify of, jUd~es
andjuries m frequently givmg
out large damage~awards in
lawsuits. Because defendants
are insu.red1 it is alleged, juriesare more liKely to award injured -
partiesdama~es paid from the .
defendimts' 'deep pocket"..To
~emedy this development, the
Insurance industry is calling for
a reform of the nation's legal
system by limiting awards for
tort claims,. setting Jederal
uniform tort laws and
establishing federally 'managed
programs to enc,ourage out-of-
court settlements. ..'
On the other hand, critics
of the insurance industry and.
?onsumer groups charge that the .
Industry is using the litigation
argument as a covet to raise
premiums and increase revenues •.
Limi~ing the ilbilityof. inju~ed',
partIes' to 'obtaincompensatlon
would be unfair, these groups
~ssert, and would only, increl\lse
Insurance profits by reducmg
claim paymenfs. I.nste.ad, they· ,.
advocate greater congressional
~crutiny and·regulatio~~of.
Insurance . firmStofacil1tate··.
provision of affordable .and:';;
obtainable'liability insiirance~ ....
Congressional intent: to"
re~o!ve•.this. c.ontroyersy is1. at
thISpomt, unclear. Several t>~lls
have been introduced regardmg
product and pollution liability,
··7ft· "fl.',
i.
,
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~lrqAl~ssors~~~d~~~g!!;l~~ln;g?'lf!mcenQradingM~thods
As everyone knows by now, and al~o gi~esfacts and. Issues, . Brown's philosophy behind Sharpe s method is exactly
L
c law professors each have g 1" eat e 1" f I ethe.pr~f~ssor t hf s approach is that this the opposite from Dienes', in
t
~hel'r.own way o.f testing constructl'ng'a XwlebllllbltlYin meth?d avoids the shock of certain respects. He will finish
II d i a ad' surpnse Yuh exams to the exclusion of all
students, ~n ass gnmg grades exam; . .' nce ld • 0 ave a pretty good else, grade them anywhere he
onthe
baSIS of who has learned Professor' Sha e " 1 ea of what to expect. Brown's
d rp als P
roperty" can, and finish an entire
t
he "'aterial, an who has not. essay examl'natl'ons. . 0 glVes' exammatron has the ' di .II . b t h reputatt f be m Ividua I examination before
Althoughstudents only see the that his essay tests' u e says IOn or erng difficult. moving on to another student's
Il
'nalproduct of. the professors' more on facts than co~centrate Once the exams have beenh f 11 b on Issues at t a ken by the stu den t s exam.endeayors,eac acu y,mem er least for. his civil procect professors have different way~ Cheh finds grading papers
haS hIS or her own phl1osophy exams. Sharpe says that h hure of dealing with the exams. All both rewarding and burdensome.
on.now an exam should be.' tried other testing techni;uesal? of the professors interviewed She enjoys the statistical
constructed, and graded. the past, and has found thatID t analysis of the results, in that
One professor stated that the essay works the be t ry to achieve the bell shaped she believes they determine row
ne thrOWSthe exams down the Professor Cheh ha: • curve, and put the mean good a job she did in teaching
stairs, "Yith ~he height of each different testing philoso t v~~y betwee,n 75 and 77. the course. Once the novelty of
stairoemg directly proportional each course she teach~ y Hr· ,DIenes ,:"rites a detailed this aspect wears off, she is
to the ,grade !ecelved. When exams. range from essa·y ~r outhne ~or himself, containing forced to grade papers by
thOSe mtervl,ewed becamem u It ip I e choice t~ 0 .:the pertment facts and issues applying the Incent ive method
serious, a ':"lde r~nge of combination of the ,lwo.Sh: for each question, and he then (Le, no breakfast until 10 papers
diff~rences, m t~stIn~ and feels that in a first year course ~~oceed~ to grade the tests in are finished).
gradmg philosophies In the such as Constitutional Law' IS orr tee, Dienes grades all The multiple choice tests
faculty was app~ent. '. f . s.t uden t s should nlustrat~ ~~:s~i~n a~ef~~e ~Oei~~tig~l~~ ~~~t ~~~~~:: a;;,e r~:d~e~~al
As far as t e type 0 . test analytICal thinking, and the ,the next question. t Th
isconcerned,Professo~ Dienes essay accomplishes this ••" Dienes trl'es to f.I'nl'sh all Chener. e essarysare graded at
uses. what sounds llke .th.e Professor Brown believes in th orne, one set 0 questions at a
typic.alessay style .ap.proach.His, th,e tru.e,Ifalse 'approach, 'at' least e -exams before working on time. If question one is gradedt d t I th 1 f ot~er projects, but he finds that from the top of the stacK down,
prevIOUSs u en s ,c aim at, ts or .hlsproperty··class •. A thiS usually is impossible. After question two will be grade a
a "read ~pe question and wnte detailed scenario is given to the . the exams have been graded from the bottom up.
likehell tYfe of test. :". class a. month before exams and stu~ents are permitted to check Brown grades his exams at
: Dienes eels that an essay' then the final test consists of their exam with his grading home, and carefully examines
examworks best to determine a 105 true/false questions based outline. any question that more that 25%
. . of the class got wrong. If he
Washing· tonBrief~ i¥i~l~~~~~£~te'tt~~c:l~~~. " true/false exams hImself, he has
.; members of his family backup
medical malpractice' and the- Finance and Urban 'Affairs the count.
'.present antitrust exemption Committee Chairman Fernand J. The above methods are OOW
wh,ich . the insurance . industry St Germain was a fundamental some members of the faculty
enJoys. Thus far!' none have reason for the bill's passage. profess to grade their final
passed the committee stage. . Several similar bills are now exams. For all we know, they do
Considering the reluctance of being considered in the Senate. throw them down the stairs.
Congress to regulate the Yet, the likelihood that this Atter all, it's almost sure to
'insurance' industry. in the past, chamber will act favorably on generate a bell shaped curve.
the issue may well fall victlm to such a bill, at least one that is
Con~f,~s~}pn~~~J~t{~lcrct·HI~w'1 j\ ~:ac~fc~;~ is~~~e re~ot~anking
~'~UY~.G!q01 a9~}nf:rJ1o~J' \("Il-PfJU::' 1
CBRetON-G :SANlfs"('CHECi("" ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~='I
BOLDS
been H~~c~:~ni~:::dh~:~~~~. llnur [omol'/nw '00 J. s+orn
~g~~kbt~\~~~~~n~':t"';,';,~\l: JU. r urn u V K I:!
certain period has elapsed? The. f
~eOc~~~iyo~as:e8Jraes~~:s~~~vi~;' /j¥----
limit the number .of days a bank iI'~"""" '
can "hold" 'your check. before
allowing' you access... , "N \
The' Expedited Funds ~ c"", G~ # \
Availability Act imposes a three I( 7\\,,:J Ib
busiriess day limit upon the time ~ '-fI LAW ~
banks can hold checks from SO OK
within' the state or immediate .:'..........l',~..G.
region. Financial institutions H~.' /9/7 EYE, ST. NW...
would have only. six days to
credit out-of-state checks. 0 {4'" WASHINGTO~IAfter three years the. Federal " . '. . ~ . . ..,.
Reserve would be required to R C
develop an expedited program to. - LAW BOOK CO:-
~R~~i~llt~:~~S ~oa~:.cred~~e~ aN.. II.' 1917fye". NoW, TeL71s.44%4 SA
accounts or .checks for: more ~ ....
~~!di~:'~~~t~~~S;~:nPt;:o~the'. 0 E
. Consumerorganlz~tlOnS B
~~~~Pti~:da~~~i~~Chthafl~la~~~" OJ<' '.' 0
often hold checks longer than 15 0
necessary. Before bankscred~t . i BARlliiiiii~~;;tHilfi~~~\t
checks .to an account and b~gm 5 .. K
paying; •interest, it is Claim~d,~,.;.-:~ 5
they Invest the funds, gettmg .,...
"free. money" fpr a. temporl\lry , ,
period and' reportedly,earnmgC' I-tECK .O' UT OU' .R ST .DV'AI DSmillions of dollars every. year." .' ., . . .... . . U I :
. The banking industry .counters .. . .
thatthese.bolding periods are. :'(' .", E/"1ANUELS LEGAL llAlES
needed to prevent fraud,u~ent.> .'_.. ' .....E:>I. L.B' r::-RTS' ., c., //vI oJ S~laC". ........A '"Je-and ..·careless ·check--.,wrItmg~, < • , . c: ;;;7V,-,q: UI-J;;;;) ~n'v c:;.
However,the ,FederaIReserve-:: c;.A'SENOTE' S.··· 'FLAt ("oJ _,II. rtTS
has reported', that .only .. one,· . .......J:oA ~,...~
percent,~of",allp~eck.s are,'.:~ NUT511t:LL'6 ." "
returriedfor,lnSu!flclent funds" ..,.' .'
and 'that' ~m'o~t .chec~s:a~e:,),., .;_!fqI.!R.S':·~~3.0-G:,OO .M~F
;~~~::tAi;:;!~~··'~~'~~a~~~,}v~~~:~!}.;"';, ~ iiiii~~';~~~';;_iiiiiiiiiiii;'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_:;::.I
.'·Thesupport of Bankmg,
&
'm
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G _. ., dB 'k:- g. . with Prof. SterrsUlnness an .. 1 In If ou 0 Into his or r ice, you joined the Nat Iona l Law Cent
b C· di W·ckt are Ylike1.y to find his bicye Ie f acult y In 1964, an~ te~ch
y. ~ I, om because he likes to ride it to Crlinln~l .Law; ForensIc SClen(
'Students of Prof. Starrs school from his Northern and CrImIf}al Law;.and Pr?pert
know there are at least two Virginia home. F St~rrsS ~avorIte JugJ~C~
tOJ?ics dear to his heart: Starrs said that he· pedals orensrc cle~ce an. nmin
Guinness stout and bicycling.. about 100 miles per week, Law." He descr-ibes this scren
Extolling the aesthetic having been forced to cut down as ca t c h ing criminals t
properties of Guinness, Starrs from 200 miles per week as the s 0met h i n g bet t e r t ha
noted that James Joyce had a result of a back operation last confes,~i~ns. II The ,"somethir
very high opinion of the year. The prof essor ~as fo~r bet t er Includes fm~erprint
beverage and used to refer to It cross-country .tr tps to his credit. hair- and bone analYSiS, pal
as "black velvet. II In addition, he likes to swim. chips, and "Cinderella analysis
S tarrs said he uses III'm not an athlete or a heal~h -matching abandoned shoes
references to Guinness as a freak," said Starrs of hIS suspects' feet.
teaching device to enliven and physical ac~ivi~Yi, "I do it Starrs writ.es and Iectur.
direct classes. (Which may because I enjoy It.· ext ens Ive Iy 10 the fIeld (
explain why some Section 13 Bicycling and camping are forensic science. Last week, t
studen ts know more about activities Starrs enjoys .with his spoke at the ~erica!1 Acadell
Ginness than Property.) wife and e Lgh t eh Ll d r e n , of ForensIC SCientist
Turning to bIcycling, Starrs Al though Starrs' love of convention in New Orleans. La
enli~htened us with his 'Molly- Guinness and bicycling are more yea r , hew e n t tot h
cule theory, which addresses b' 1 well known, he says be counts International Association (
long-term relationships betwe*,:n finding out more about ICyC e has family as the most Forensic Scientists convention'd bi I (This lore can look to a book editedbicyclists an icyc es, ~ important and enriching aspect Oxford. He says he is debattrshould not be confused with the by Starrs-- 'Ibe Noiseless enor: of his life. whether to go to China th
molecule theory of physics.) ~ The Bicycle in Literature} A Brooklyn nat Ive, Starrs summer for a notherh It th t Starrs confessed that he and
Molly-cule t eory pOSIs .a his bicycle have. reached the received his LL.B from St. association convention.
the bicyclist and. the bicycle he I John's University 'in 1958 and We know they have plent
transfer their physical properties Molly-cule state in t elf his LL. M. from New. York of bicycles in China. Th
to eaclfotherover long periods relationship. Indeed, Starrs and University in 1959. Starrs question is: Do they havof use. (Those interested in his bicycle are hard to separate. . Guinness?
The Fair Credit Billing Act
by Linda Jolmson
Do you remember the last
time you tried to return a
defective item you purchased
with a credit card? Chances are
you have tried to forget the
entrieexperience! Do not
dispair, . your rights are
protected b~ the Fair Credit
Billing ActlFCBA). Not only is.
the return or exchange process ....
time consuming but to add to
the headache, there is a strong
possibility that the
return/ exchange may not be
properly credited to your
account, or reflected in your
monthly billing statement.
If you find an error in your
bill, the FCBA provides
procedures and guidelines
applicable to both the
cardholder and the card issuer.
Under the Act, a credit
cardholder must notify the card
issuer of a billing error in
writing within 60 days after
recevin~ the account statement
reflecting the billing error. ~
cardholder (obligor) should (1)
identify the name and account
number, (2) indiate his/her
belief that the statement
contains a bilUnS' error and the
amount of such billing error and
(3) set forth the reasons for
obligor's belief that the
statement containS a billing
error.
The card issuer is then
required to send a written
acknowledgement within 30 days
after receving notice of the
error from the cardholder. The
card issuer/creditor must then
take steps to rectify the biUng
error after timely notice by the
cardholder. The creditor must
either (1) make appropriate
corrections in the account,
inclUding crediting any finance
charges on amounts erroneously
billed and send notification of
such corrections or (2) send a
written explanation to the
obli~or after having conducted
an Inv~stigation, setting forth
the reasons why the creditor
believes the account of the
cardholder was correctly shown
in the statement.
When the cardholder returns
goods to a seller, (ie. merchant
or department store), and the
seller accepts or allows a return
of the goodl;l, the selle~ ~s
required to. promptly WIthIn
seven (7) bUSIness days from
acceptinS' the return, transmit to
the credIt card issuer a credit
statement with respect to th
transaction; and the issuer must
within three business days from
receipt of a credit statement
credit the account for the
amount of the transaction.
The transaction must
conform to the following
conditions: (1) .the amount of
the initial transaction must
exceed $50' and (2) the place
where the initial transaction
occurred must· have been in the·
same state as the mailing
address previously provided by
the cardholder or must have
been within 100 miles from such
address. '.So if you are· far away
from home, the FCBAmay not
be helpful.'"
The FCBAalso provides that:
when a person who honors a
credit card fails to resolve
satisfactorily a dispute as to
property or services purchased
with the credit card in a
. consumer credit transaction, the
cardholder may assert against
the card issuer all claims (other
than tort claims) and defenses
arising out of the transaction
and relating to the failure to
resolve the dispute~ The
cardholder may withold payment
up to the .amount of credit
outstanding,for the property or
services that gave rise to the
dispute and any finance or other
charges imJ?osedon that amount.
Before takIng any legal action, a
cardholder must have made a
good faith attempt to obtin a
. satisfactory resolution of the
disagreement from the seller
Our Prisons
CONTINUEDFROMP.I0
This is the essence of tru
J?rison reform -- a purSUit 0
Ideals that can in reality have
subs tan tial impact on ou
correction system and society i
general. A pursuit of ideal
that Chief Justice Burger s
eloquently speaks ~f: "A
devising ways of pUnIshment,w
hav,.e:i, a!tw.a. YS..1 succ e.ede
admirably,' at correcting th
wrongdoer, we. have little t
show but failure."
honoring the credit card.
In conclusion, 'the FCBAdoes
provide the. credit cardholder
witll protection and a remedy so
that he does not have to settle
for unsatisfactory goods the.
They can be returned and you
have the right to have the
amount of the return credited to
your account in a timely
manner. If not, within the.
limitations set out in the FCBA;
you can take legal action where
the .creditor fails to corrply with ..' .
any FCBAprovisions. .
STILLHOT
Register now and save!
July 1986 / Resulting
State(s) Price Discount Course Price
CT, DC, H,-
MA, MD, ME,NH, $725. Save $75. $650.
NY,* VA, VT
Nj, PA ·$650. Save $50. $600.
RI $575. Save $35. $540.
*New York Audio Program not subject to discount.
DISCOUNT ENDS: March 6,1986
~
BAR REVIEW
(617) 7.42-3900 (800)343-9188 (202) 347-1971
or, contact your local campus representatives
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Edwards Dispels Myths -ebout:DC. Circuit
by Jim Lochner
Enrichment speaker, JUdge
Harry T. Edwards of the D~C.
Circuit Court. of Appeals
attempted to dtspe l popular
ths concerning the nature of
I?!dicial decision-making during
his FebruB:ry 6,. speech to a
acked audIence In L-201.
P Judge Edwards believes the
ublic and much of the legal
grofe~sion, exaggerates the
degree to which political and
ethical concerns he.lq by jUd~es
influence thetr declslOn:-m~mg.
It is Edwards' belief that 10 Hie
vast majority of cases the
olitical bent of an appe llate
fudge will not be de termlnat ive
of how he !=>rshe resolves a
oarticular dispute. "Except for
"very hard cases, WhICh he
numbers at about 5%, where
there are no clear legal
guidelines t<? apply,. Edwa~ds
asserted that Judges WIll strive'
to resolve cases without resort
to personal biases. "
Judge Ed w ar ds v o Lc e d
concern that mrspercepttons
concerning how courts dec ide
cases may be detrimental to .t~e
legal system and the pUbl1~s
confidence 10 It. He stated that
the belief that judges often base
their findings on their p~rs.o~al
political ideology may dimmish
the public's confidence in the
judiciary as a neutral arbiter of
disputes. Secondlr, and p<?sslbly
worse in Edwards VIew, IS that
judges may come to beheve that
it is jus ti f ied to resort to
political doctrine and not legal
precedent to decide cases, ~ven
where their are. clear guides,
past decisions, stat!ltes.:. etc.
i to' resolving" the-Ieg ak, dispute.;
. Pres ently, according to
(Edwards,most cases in the D.C.
Circuit are not resolved by t~e
political beliefs held by tne
deciding judges., In most cases1
Edwards insisted that a panel 01
conservatives would reach the
same result as a panel of
liberals. Both groups, would
strive to find the proper legal
principle to decide the .case, In
some cases it was' admlt ted
finding the appr~pria te •prfnclple
might be dlfflc:lUlt. How.ever,
having found' what was beheved
to' be the proper r~le., the
judges work to apply It 10 the
case before them irrespective of
their personal tdeotogtes.
In fact Edwards spoke
highly of th~ co lleg ia Hty .the
D.C. Circuit generally e:chlbltS.
Judge Sca lia, who d~v~rges
wideIyf rom Edwards po ltt ically, ,
and whomprior to entering the
court debated Edwards the Issue
of affirmative action, is a judge
whomEdwards feels comfortable
talking over "virtually any legal
problem." Edwards was ~ener~lly
very positive when dISCUSSI~g
the intelligence and work .ethlc
possessed by all pre and post,-
Reagan judges on the D.C.
Circuit.
Edwards was forced to
admit that in some cases the
jUdges had to let t,heir personal
belIefs and background mflue~ce
their decisions. Cases concenung
the right to privacy were used
'as an example of an area of law
Where there are not yet clear
principles. In such case~,
jUdges are free to app.ly. th~Ir
own social vision in decldmg tne
matter, before them. Such ca~es
are often the most controversIal,
the most widely report~d and
may have a role in ~reatl1?g 'the
general misperceptlOn of how
appellate courts, decide most
cases. ~~"*"~...,::t~~k~~--~-"- ~ _~ •._~.'~.-
J..."_o.:-,-,,--"",,,.< ~,,_ ~,_~,,_~_"'_'~"1ri..'Ilir.-'4i..., .. v~~~~~~~'=ttI!t~~
Often, cases for which
clear principles do not exist
implicate (or arguably inplicatej
rights under the First, Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments. Thus
they may have more chance of
eventually being decided by the
Supreme Court, than statutory
e latms, Hence, the political bent
of the appellate court deciding
such a case will not be as
crucial as one might assume.
Edwards implIed that it is
far more common for the
Supreme Court to reach
dec isions along personal
ideological lines. This is
because more of its docket
consists of novel claims for
which clear principles do not
yet exist to guide the justice
wr it ing the opinion. This
J?roblem is somewhat
Irresolvable, for one cannot
insist a judge apply rules for
situations which have not been
previously considered. However,
Edwards did suggest that what
might be a more meantngrul
factor in viewing whether a
j udg e is staying within his
proper role is not whether,the
~udge is "liberal" or
conservative" politically, but
the degree of activism he
demonstrates in resolving a case
It will probably be
impossible to totally remove
personal bias from judicial
decision-making. However, the
degree to which that bias is
important, especially on the
appe 11ate level, is to JUdge
Edwards, both exaggerated and
possibly dangerous as a model
for decision-making to future
appointees to the various U.S.
Courts of Appeals.
Howto
~"_ .... ,,
..,' ,. """ -" , .,'~ With the American EXpress~ Card
~
..:::> ,_ you can buy everything from new
" ,\ spectacles to some pretty .specta~-
\ ular clothing. The latest m audio
i,,~,' equipment and the latest albums.,7 The Card is the perfect way to pay
..-4~, for just about anything you'll want
.:~ during college,
Howto'gei the' Card
before you graduate.
Because we believe that college is the first
sign of success, weve made it easier for ~ou
to get the American Express Card. Graduaung
students can get the Card as soon as they
accept a SIO,ooo career-oriented lob. If you're
not graduating this semester, you can apply
for a special sponsored Card. Look for
student applications on campus. Or call
1-8oo-THE- CARD,and tellthern y~u ~ant
a student appllcauon.
The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it~N
,.~.~'X:''''''''''''~>''; ,-. ri'ft G
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Student Ofganizations,lSpena· YourTuitio
----' .'~_":"_-----" ------_. - ---'" -- ----'.--- -------------------------
by Nadine Hyman The two .stu den t
fraternities, Phi Alpha Delta
Undoubtedly, as a hard (PAD) and Phi Delta Phi (PDP),
working GWU law student and each got $600.00 from 'the SBA•
..future professional, money is In addition, Sharon Kirsh, the
-on e subject that has, on president of PAD said "We
occasion, crossed your mind. accept an, initiation fee. It She
You've probably wondered about added} "We had a plant sale in
how you will obtain it in large the Iall which raised about
amounts] and dr-eamt about what $800.00, and we will 'have
you'll (10 with it once you've another one in the spring."
got it. Well, here is some food PAD also sells T-shirts and
for thought! Below, you will plans to sell first year section
find some of the ways our pictures this semester.
student organizations get their When asked what they do
money and the things they with their money she replied,
spend it on. "We have dances, put out first
Each year, the school itself - year survival kits, which cost
allocates funds to various about $400.00, hold speakers and
organizations. Law Review, for have refreshments, subsidize the
example, received $641.000.00this cost of initiation in the fall and
year Moot Court HOard got have a banquette in the spring."
$10,000.00, and 'lbe Advocate got Vicky. Stea, Exchequer of
$9,000.00. The ,SBA was given PDP said, "We collect dues and
$24,200.00, much of which they have a sweatshirt sale, which
allocated to other student (has been) very successful--this
organizations, such as the year, we made about $3000.00
Environmental Law Association dollars. We will have an
(ELA)and the International Law Ambulance Chase' (a 5k run) in
Society (ILS), through a budget April and donate the money to
hearing process. cbarity. The people who
"The money we, get from participate pay an entrance fee
the dean is not enou~h," said and may get pledges. Last year
Karen Avagliano, prestdent of we made $1000.00 and donated it
the SBA. The. SBA raises , "additional funds through, "locker to Childern s Hospital.
rental, the book sale, a T-shirt Stea added, "PDP spends their
1
money on "happy hours,
sa e, and we try to raise money speakers, the Booze CrUise',
on coffee and doughnuts, but we which was something for our
I usually operate at a loss." she members onl& so they could gett said. The money is used to t k h
I
"throw parties, .have speakers 0 now eac ot er, and we are
••
and recentions, and .our biggest 'working on an ethics s,Ymposium.. with the Law Review.'
expense IS the end of the year In a discussion with a
I part,i;" which is, "a big shindig member from PADand one from
I at t e Marriott} with all kinds PDP the two aireed, "OurI of food and a live band." -! fraternities do dif ,~rentt)1ings.
! ".,.--- ..... ---------_ .... -- ..... ..;...
-:
AGE,
TYPING It·-· WOaD," paOCESSDlG
W~SPECIALIZE:IN
-,LEGALTYPING AND
'WOR,D.PROCESSING
" ",':- ~.:
. ".: ' . '
,WelmO. tbybluebook-
ON CAMPUS:,
2025 EYE ST., NW
SUITE, 105
..
A66-nPE • 857~8000
. '. . ~' '~;
I,
.L
.~ ,t'o..'. " .~
PAD has more activities and is
more academically oriented with
an enormous networking s¥stem.
PDP is more socially onented
and doesn't have the
networking, but we do have
academic events and emphasize
a smaller group." Both do
community work and try to help
the students •
Lisa Russell of the .Black
American Law Students
Association (BALSA) said, "we
get funding from the school and
have had bake sales and parties
in the past to raise money~"
Their activities include "A food
and clothing drive for
Thanksgiving, giving tudoring
and lectures at local
Highschools, we have a
committee putting together a
program on Black history month.
We are working on a scholarship
fund for Patricia Harris, we
took part in Martin Luther King
day at Howard and we sponsor
representitives to attend
National BALSAconventions. '
Stella Sun, president of
Asian Pacific American Law
Students Association (APALSA)
said, "We get funds from the
.SBA and we plan to sell sweat
pants. We sponser general
meetings both _on Asian
American Issues .and to help
first year students. We have
LAWline
-Belva Lockwood Day Planned
Belva Lockwood Day, honoring
the first woinan graduate of
what is now the NLC, is
scheduled for Wednesday, March
12. There will be panel
,discussions and speakers
, Includlng Judge Patricia Wald ol
the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the D.C. Circuit. Additional
events will be held throughout
the week. Contact SJiaron
Chinn with any suggestions or
questions. '
The w.eek's events will begin
with an ACLU-sponsored debate
on pornography and the First
Amendment on Tuesday, March
11 at 7:30. The debate will be
co-sponsored by the Law
Association for Women,the SBA,
and the GW chapter of the
NAtional Lawyers Guild.
Prof. Roger Schecbter boog
get Logethers with area sch
and we send representitive
the ~ational conference,
year 10 Boston, which presen
y~arly issue. Last year it
v Lo l e n c e against As •.
Americans. "
Michelle Mendez, treas
of Mov!mento Legal Lat Ii
(MLL) said, "We receive fund "
solely from SBA. Last year 'e
asked for $4,900.00, and we at
$1,600.00, 'based on expen as
from. the previous year. We'
up dlPI?1Oginto our own pock ~s
for things, We use the mo .
for speakers, the Natio 1
conference, stationary and
are trying to afford
typewriter.
Gan Recyclin
The Environmental L
Associa tion will begin
recycling program of alumin
cans on Monday, February
1986. Receptacles will be pia
throughout the school for c
disposal. All proceeds from
program will go to the Bo
and Girls' Club of Washingt
D.C. DO NOT THROWAW
YOUR CANS -- RECYCLETH
AND AT'THE SAME TIM
SUPPORTA GOODCAUSE!!!
March for Women's Lives
LAW members will
participating ·in the N
,sponsored "March for Wome
Lives" next month in support
reproductive rights. For deta
on the demonstration, schedul
for March 9, contact Gail~rg'€so
" t
an ,anHna/'
•
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Fac~ltyExpresses Opinions on Prison Reform
note: this 1.S the second Robinson: BUd e . '.
[Ed~ te in a ser ies on prison pressures and the desfr' t ar ~ . Q:. W hat 1s you r productive approach than simply
ar}l~m.J 'unions and, businesses t eS?d lm~resslOn of the prospects for locking up people and throwing
re 0 co rnp e tit ion f 0 avor re orm of our pr isons In the away the key.
J e Admire ' enterprises rom pr i.s on near future (that is, the next 10 Ricks: The Federal
bY 0 Sirulnlk: Economic factors to 15 ye~rs)? . " Government should take the lead
In this ~rticle, .the second and expanding prison 0 ulatio Robmson: There IS httle In reform. On the levels of
. continuIng ser-ies on. t~e have combined to PS8b'U' r.s prospec.t fo~ change. . state and local governme!1tr'of a ms that face Amer-ica s meanin ful effort J g~ e SU"UInik: Increasmg costs, t.her e are. too many specra
pr?,ble and the promises and rehabili1ation to se to\yar~ coupled. with growing citizen interests Involved, as weI! as
p~l:;O~rsof reform, 'Ibe Advocate physical steel-andP.. r ce ive frl;lstratl!Jn oyer the nationwide too much pol it ics. ' I behev~
p1tff to several members of the needs.' concrete crrme eprdemic, have-pushed the that at the Fec;leral level, It
wen, faculty to find out what Ricks' Over di welfare of prrsoners to the would be posstble to better
NLCs thought about this Issue, the prisons' has fOl?~~: ;n~o~~ b?ttom of. America's very. long implement a broader schedule
theY f llows are the quest.ions to ward paroling' ,~lS~of Societal goals, , Ironically, for reform.
What ~re asked of them, and sooner p r i sone rs WIthout chang ing the prison _
tha~ w . • W system, the depressing statistics
theIr repl1es a ro rtate) , Q: hat steps would you will continue with our prisons
(quoted where Q~\. P ,What do recom.m~nd In order to all;vlate serving as nothing more than
QUESTION ("(I.' bl f or e ltminate this problem. rrraduate schools for crime andview as the lOam pro em 0 R' . ,r;> b t f h .. I .
yOU • ri ~on system oblnson: Reverse the lUC.Ua ors or t e crImma VIrus
the AmerICan ,P ;) policies which have led to this WhICh ~as already present in
todaY? . ' . • situation (i.e., provide more ~he. e.nvlronment most ?f ~,hese
Professor DaVId Rob~on. space and more facilities for mdlvlduals were born mto •
There is. not enough pnson industry). . Q: .Do you believe the
s ace or mdustry. ., • Sirulnik: ..1'he American lOam role m such reforms should
P Professor Eric ~U"ulnik. penal system could benefit by be played by the Federal
Traditional the.ones of examining the innovations of Gover~mer:tt, the st.ates, local
unishment, WhICh have prisons in Scandinavia and West ad mIn 1 s t rat 1 0 ~ S . 0 ~
historically atterrpted to balance Germany, such as continued n!Jn~overnmental orgamzatlOns.
several pU!pos~.s such as reform counselling for inmates. after Why.
and retrIbutI0r:t, h~ve ~he.n their release and alternatIves to Robinson: The chief role
eroded to t~e pomt w er~, elr impris0r:tment sl;lch as "enforce'! in reform should be taken by
stated alms .of re o~m, relocatIOn to dIfferent ~reas ot the states and local
deterrence, publlc safety 3~d the country and hence dIfferent governments as they are the
retribution have been reduc~ 0 envir?nments. ~rom those levels of 'government most
an aim? st. 0 b s e.s s 1.':' e . producmg the orIgln~1 pattern of directly involved in the penal
preoccupatIOn WIth retrIbutIOn. criminal condl;lct.. These system.
Consequently,' the result ~as proposed solutIOns are, not . Sirulnik: All these
been a prison system WhICh cheap, but neither is the current resources should be tapped,
amounts to "no~hil"}%more than system, at an average cost per Gramm-Rudman notwithstanding,
humanwarehousmg • prisoner per year of $15,000- if any semblance· of reform
Teaching ~ellow JoL~ $25,000. ' , . stands to survive. However,
Ricks: The maJor. p~oblem IS , Ricks: We shOUld. bUIld this will be meaningless without
that too many cru!lmals are more prisons and ,have prIsoners a concomitant d~dication of
being paroled. at a tIme sooner work ~n factones and other energies and commItment by our
than the CrIme or sentence enterprIses to h~lp offset the society as a 'Yhole to expl.ore
wouldwarrant. . cos t of supportmg them. ~nd our preconceptIOns of t~e prISOn
c>, Q:Which'factors do y~u enable, them. to make posltlVe system WIth a v~e.w to
t~;~r~~f:50~~f.ki?~¥9~t~~:~~t~,~s ~~'i00\~r,~Rut~~W.~:··tgTtll<j:1:~·co~~m:t... .establishing a more pOSItIVe and
'\
Taking ·the MaJ:'ch MPRE?
.' " "for BAR/BRI's MPRE review course.
RegIster no~. '. . ludes PR Manual,
'GomPletepreparatlonl ~n~ lecture by Prof. Davidsimulated exams. and I~ BAR/BRI summer '86 bar
Austern. FREE WIth mos
courses.
DATE: SATURDAY, MARCH 1st
TIME: 9 :30am-2: ~opm
************~***********************************
Also cpming up •••
IVE lectures for the
BAR/BRI EARLY ~IRD-L be in March 14th. FREE
Multistate sUbJects" g'86 review courses.
with all BAR/BRI summer
on NY CPLR, Sundays
NEW YORK CPLR-Irving.Younger
'1 6 . 13 20. (vIdeo).Apr I' , ,
. RAMS AT THE BAR/BRI OFFICE
REGISTER FOR ALL PROG COURSES WILL BE HELD AT
OR THROUGH YOUR REPS. 600 NEW JERSEY AVE., NW•
GEORGETOWN LAW CENTER,
D.C., 833-3080
N w Washington,1909 K 'S t r e e t , •n. ,
M sn
tlCtibia
3. Of the 22 Republic~ U.~.
Senators up for reelection this
fall, which ones have formally
announced they will not seek
another six year term?
4. What U.S. district court
judge, sitting in the District of
Columbia, took senior status on
December 191 (Hint: He
presided over the trial of John
Hinckley).
5. What university has produced
the most nobel prize winners?
6. The largest circulation,
independently owned newspaper
in the U.S. went on safe' on
January 9. What is the name of
this highly respected newspaper?
CLASSIFIED
" " " " " " " " " ",'ACCUlATELYOlIlS: Word proce~~In9
comp'3ny, g.1arccr-to· 'sfuoont- neJ"as.
Legal experience. Overnight service.
Open 24 hrs/daf, 7 days a eek.
"Neira hotl- 791-3636
* * * * * * * * * * *
TYPING BY LEGAL SECRETMY:
Have your typing done by a
professional, quickly end
accurately, on an IBM-II I.
f'm 10cIlted three blocks from
campus. CIlI I 760-1688, 248-
4360, or 960-6851.
* * * * * * * * * *'* * *
ATTENTION STUDENTS:
PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING AND TYPING.
Free copies with the original of
your resellrch paper, thesis, and
dlssertlltlon. $1.75 per pllge, or
S2.00 per pllge tor pick up and
delivery. 'Call 543-2453. JYJ
BUSI NESS EN TERPR I SES.
ANSWERS TO
TRIVIA QUESTIONS
1 29 states and the District of
~lumbia recognized the King
holiday on Monday, January 20.
2~. ,Judge Alex Kozinski., on the
9th circuit.
3 Sense ,John P. East lNC)I
B8rry Goldwater (Arizona], Pau
Laxalt (Nevada),(and) ~les
McG. Mathias, Jr. MD
4. ,Judge Barrington Parker
5 Professors and students ofThe University of Chicago have
won 53 no~LP!ti:'J:r;o~any other D\;JJUU
6. The Louisville (KY) Courier-
Joill'nal.
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ntlD ·ffiJ®~0~ e[fVAlE~rINE3DAY
If you enroll betw•• n February 1 and February 14
~~~£1?-ZF~~rm eUPli~DA11
to your .enrollment form you'n receive an additional
~ ~.~··f!!JIC'
~~ - - -.- - - - -.- _.- - -
I. I Newenrollees may use this coupon for the ad·•...
. dltlonal $25..00off only If enrolled betweenI February 1.and February 14, 1986.
I·· Previous enrollees and Non JosephsonlKluwerstudents may'
I use this coupon for a $2&.00 discount on . any"JosephsonlKluwer Workshop If you enroll by May 31, 1986.L ~(~upOit not ~Id ~ May 31, 1986) _ ., _ _ ~ _ _
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